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Message from

Dean of School

T

he SHTM has come a long way in the last 10 years, from ranking 15th among the world’s
hospitality and tourism programmes in 2002 to second in 2009, the leading producer of
hospitality and tourism-related scholarship. With the soft opening of Hotel ICON in April
this year, we have ﬁrmly marked our place in the global elite of hospitality and tourism institutions,
as described in this issue.
We also cover the expanded Samsung Digital Lab for Hospitality Technology in our new premises, a
key way in which we are staying at the cutting edge of technological innovation. Hotel ICON again
features when we turn to the recently held China Hotel Brand Development Forum, with our new
teaching and research hotel held up as an exemplar of the sort of innovation under discussion by
delegates.
On a personal note, I was humbled to receive the United Nations World Tourism Organisation
Ulysses Prize in June. We cover the Prize in this issue because it is an important reminder that the
whole School should always be striving to fulﬁl its vision of leadership both at home and around the
world.
That pursuit of excellence extends to students as well. Earlier in the year a group of convention
and exhibition management students organised and ran the 9th APacCHRIE Conference
at Hotel ICON. Their outstanding efforts attracted a record number of delegates, as
we describe in this issue.
We also describe our new, more student-centric, four-year bachelor degree programmes,
highlight the activities of students and staff alike, and present the results of our latest
investigations in the Research Horizons section. Even as we reach new heights we never
forget what moved us here in the ﬁrst place.

Professor Kaye Chon
Dean and Chair Professor
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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Hotel ICON Update
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ate April marked the latest phase of the SHTM’s
ascension to the forefront of global hospitality
and tourism education with the soft opening of
Hotel ICON, the School’s groundbreaking teaching and
research hotel. Wholly owned by PolyU and an extension
of the SHTM, the hotel embodies the university’s credo of
‘Where Innovation Meets Application’.
Speaking at the cocktail party held to mark the soft
opening, Chairman of the Hotel ICON board of directors,
Mr Victor Lo, commented that “we have very high
expectations of the new development – we want it to take
SHTM to its next level of excellence”. PolyU President,

Professor Timothy W. Tong, noted that the excitement
the hotel had generated amongst university staff, alumni
and students was matched by “endorsements from external
stakeholders, including hotel owners and operators, as well
as community leaders”.
The soft opening will take place in stages, with the ﬁrst
coming close behind the SHTM’s move into its new
premises. The entire complex now houses the SHTM
premises, university staff quarters, research and resource
centres, faculty and administrative ofﬁces, and Hotel
ICON as an impressive addition to the Tsim Sha Tsui East
skyline.
SHTM Dean and Chair Professor Kaye
Chon strongly believes that the School’s new
educational approach, of which the hotel forms
the core, will offer a balance of practical,
conceptual and analytical skills that will
beneﬁt from the integration of cultural
elements in services management.
From left: Mr Ron Chun, Mr Jung-ho Suh, Mr Tae
Park, Professor Timothy Tong, PolyU President and
Professor Kaye Chon, Dean and Chair Professor of the
SHTM
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Hotel ICON Update

Dean Chon Highlights Unique Approach
At the cocktail party marking Hotel ICON’s soft opening,
Dean Chon highlighted the SHTM’s unique approach
to hospitality and tourism education. The following is a
condensed version of his speech.
Today, we are here to witness a very historic
moment in the development of the SHTM, which
has grown from its very humble beginnings as a
small diploma-granting programme in 1979 to become one of
the largest hospitality and tourism schools in Asia and amongst
the top such schools worldwide.

SHTM students and faculty members

From the practical point of view, the ﬁrst batch of
student interns has begun work in Above & Beyond,
Hotel ICON’s Chinese restaurant on the 28th ﬂoor,
The Market buffet restaurant on the 2nd ﬂoor and
Green, the hotel’s spectacular garden-adorned lobby
lounge.
Meeting with General Manager, Mr Richard Hatter,
and his hotel team at a tea reception during May, the
students were very enthusiastic and looked impeccably
professional in their new uniforms. For them, the
placement experience will only be the start of things
to come.

SHTM student interns at Hotel ICON

Hotel ICON is the world’s ﬁrst teaching hotel of its kind.
Although other universities have teaching hotels, our approach
is unique. Hotel ICON is a purpose-built hotel that fully
integrates teaching, learning and research in a full service
environment. ‘Icon’ is very meaningful here, as the hotel is a
signiﬁcant symbol for the future of hospitality education, the
future of our industry and the future of our graduates.
I often recite to myself Eleanor Roosevelt’s famous words at the
end of WWII: “The future belongs to those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams”. Well, we had a dream. We believed in
the beauty of that dream, and we worked hard to realise it. We
have come so far.
In recent years, I have started using the term ‘Asian Wave’ to
illustrate that the 21st century is the century of Asia for the
hospitality and tourism industry. It follows the ﬁrst and second
European and American waves. There are both quantitative
and qualitative reasons to believe this. In 1999, the UNWTO
forecast China to become the world’s No. 1 tourism destination
by 2020. The tourism community was a bit sceptical at ﬁrst,
but the prediction now looks set to come true even sooner than
2020. As for Hong Kong, we had fewer than 6 million visitor
arrivals in 2000, and last year we had more than 36 million!
On the qualitative side, a simple look at a list of the world’s
top hotels, airlines and airports indicates that a large majority
are in Asia. We believe our School is well positioned to lead the
new paradigm of hospitality and tourism education by taking
part in this new Asian Wave.
We want students to use the new teaching and research facilities
of Hotel ICON as a launch pad for their dreams. Our vision is
to see them rise to become leaders of hotels, hospitality businesses
and the tourism industry, not only in Hong Kong or mainland
China, but also in New York, London and beyond.
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Samsung Digital Lab for Hospitality Technology
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The Samsung Digital Lab
for Hospitality Technology
ofﬁcially opened by (from
left): Professor Kaye
Chon, Dean and Chair
Professor of the SHTM;
Mr Terence Ronson,
Managing Director of
Pertlink; Mr Alex Chung,
Chief Operating Ofﬁcer
of Samsung Electronics
Hong Kong Co Ltd; and
Professor Timothy Tong,
PolyU President

Samsung Digital Lab to Boost
Students’ Technological
Know-How

M

arch saw the ofﬁcial opening of the expanded
Samsung Digital Lab for Hospitality
Technology, as part of the SHTM’s new
premises in Tsim Sha Tsui East. Ofﬁciating at the opening
ceremony on 4 March were Mr Alex Chung, Chief
Operating Ofﬁcer of Samsung Electronics Hong Kong
Co Ltd; Professor Timothy W. Tong, PolyU President;
Professor Kaye Chon, Dean and Chair Professor of the
SHTM; and Mr Terence Ronson, Managing Director of
Pertlink, a provider of technology solutions to the hotel
industry.
Housing state-of-the-art computing facilities and specialist
software for the tourism and hospitality sector, the lab joins
Hotel ICON as one of the centrepieces of the SHTM’s
new premises. Classes will be held regularly in the Lab, the
facilities of which will also be made available to participants
of the Executive Development Programmes offered by the
School. The aim is to facilitate both learning and research.
Thanking Samsung for the
sponsorship that made this
education partnership possible,
Professor Tong said the Lab
would “enable our students
to keep abreast of the latest
technology available in the
industry and enhance their
competitive edge”, as well as

provide “fresh impetus to the SHTM’s ongoing efforts in
the advancement of education development”.
The Samsung Digital Lab is home to a wide range of
computing and audio-visual equipment, including 67
15.6-inch widescreen notebooks, a number of 40-inch full
HD LCD iDTVs, four-in-one colour multi-functional
laser printers, projectors and Blu-ray players. All of the
Lab’s computers run advanced software that supports the
teaching of such subjects as Lodging Management, Revenue
Management, Financial Management, Convention and
Events Management, e-Business, Hospitality Technology
Management, and Data Analysis for the Hospitality and
Tourism Industry.
During the opening ceremony,
Mr Chung of Samsung said
that “the hospitality and
tourism sector is a major pillar
of Hong Kong’s economy”, and
he noted that the SHTM has
been “instrumental in nurturing
young professionals much
sought after by the industry”.
In line with the two organisations’ “common vision of
advancing educational development”, he said Samsung
believes that the Lab “will bring long-term beneﬁts to
students by providing them with the opportunity to learn
and apply the latest information technology in an industry
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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Samsung Digital Lab for Hospitality Technology

setting. We are privileged to be able to inject creativity into
hospitality and tourism education”.
Such industry support is clearly of vital importance as the
SHTM opens this exciting new chapter in its development
and aims to be a global symbol of excellence.

New Facilities Showcased at SHTM Open
House
Coinciding with the ofﬁcial opening of the expanded Lab,
the School held an Open House to introduce the assembled
guests to the new SHTM premises. Guests also enjoyed a
cocktail reception at the School’s training restaurant, Bistro
1979.

From left: Professor Kaye Chon; Mr Vincent Fung,
Assistant Commissioner for Tourism; Mr Gary
Harilela, Director of the Harilela Group; Professor
Timothy Tong; and Dr Ada Lo, SHTM Assistant
Professor

Dean Chon and his team were proud to
show off the impressive 28-storey complex
comprising three main components: the
SHTM home base, the Hotel ICON
teaching and research hotel, which had
the ﬁrst phase of its soft opening in
April, and the PolyU staff quarters. In
addition to the Lab and various function
rooms, classrooms, and lectures halls, the
complex is also home to the Che-woo
Lui Hotel and Tourism Resource Centre,
Bistro 1979, and the Vinoteca Lab,
where students will explore the secrets of
viticulture and hold wine tastings.
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Guests exploring the new facilities during the Open House

“With Asia emerging as the global centre of excellence in
the hospitality and tourism business, we see the need to
advance both education and research in hotel and tourism
management”, Dean Chon remarked during the Open
House. “As a purpose-driven school, we are constantly
pushing into new areas. We are conﬁdent that the SHTM’s
new education approach will help to improve hospitality
and tourism education everywhere”.
The establishment of the new SHTM premises and Hotel
ICON, which together make an impressive addition to the
Tsim Sha Tsui East skyline, is part of a unique PolyU project
both to establish dedicated premises for the School and
to cement its world leadership in hospitality and tourism
education. The ultimate aim is to beneﬁt Hong Kong, the
wider region and the world.

Professor Chon introducing the new facilities to assembled guests

UNWTO Ulysses Prize

Dean Chon

Prestigious
Ulysses Prize
Awarded

A

ccolades always beﬁt the leader and the SHTM’s
Dean and Chair Professor Kaye Chon has received
many in an outstanding career. On 2 June he
received the highest honour of all – the United Nations
World Tourism Organisation (UNTWO) Ulysses Prize.
Presented at the UNWTO Algarve Forum on Tourism
and Science in Vilamoura, Portugal, the award is widely
considered the ‘Nobel Prize in Tourism’.
Dean Chon is the ﬁrst recipient of the Prize from the entire
Asia-Paciﬁc region. As a pioneer of tourism’s move into the
mainstream of academia he exempliﬁes the commitment to
knowledge creation, dissemination and innovation that the
UNWTO seeks to recognise.
Typically humble, Dean Chon said that “it is a tremendous
compliment for me to be awarded the Ulysses Prize,” and
related it to the bigger picture of what he is trying to achieve.
“It has given me and my team at the SHTM strong impetus
to further develop professional education and research for
the fast-growing hotel and tourism industry in Hong Kong,
the region and around the world”.
Aside from his outstanding work in leading the SHTM to
the pinnacle of global hospitality and tourism teaching and
research, Dean Chon has a long track record of developing
hospitality education through his foresight and research
contributions. He is past Chairman of the International
Society of Travel and Tourism Educators and currently
Chairman of the Paciﬁc Asia Travel Association’s Education
and Training Committee.
Having risen to the position of Professor at the University
of Houston in the United States, Dean Chon came to
Hong Kong and joined the SHTM as Director in 2000,
having since overseen the period of most rapid growth in
its history. Fundamental to the creation of the School’s new
vision for hospitality and tourism education with Hotel
ICON at its centre, Dean Chon is himself a true symbol
of excellence.
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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China Hotel Brand Development Forum

PolyU President Professor Timothy Tong noting
the Forum’s success in providing an interactive
platform for industry practitioners and academics

Hotel ICON Exempliﬁes Forum Focus
on Innovation

H

otel ICON proved the perfect setting for the
Fourth International Forum on China Hotel
Brand Development, which made its Hong Kong
debut from 31 May to 2 June. The hotel well illustrated the
Forum’s theme of “New Vision, New Market and Brand
Innovation”.
Pioneered by the SHTM in 2007, the Forum was founded
in response to the rapidly expanding opportunities in
China’s hospitality industry. “Our particular focus this
year was on exploring how new brand innovations can
help hotels to succeed in today’s new market environment,
where business is more competitive and there are many
new chains”, said Programme Chair and SHTM Assistant
Professor Dr Qu Xiao, who has helped organise the forum
for the past three years.
“Hotel ICON is a good example of what innovation means
in the hotel industry”, Dr Xiao explained. “It is a pretty
innovative hotel product, not just in terms of its hardware,
design and technology, but in terms of its service philosophy,
market positioning, and dual educational and business
purpose.” Testament to the great interest Hotel ICON has
HORIZONS

sparked, at least 80 of the 200 participants – many of them
high-level hoteliers from the mainland – signed up for the
ofﬁcial hotel and school complex tour. “The feedback was
overwhelmingly positive”, Dr Xiao said.
Hong Kong has no shortage of innovation on offer, and
another highlight of the Forum was a tour of the city’s most
innovative hotels, with 36 delegates eagerly taking part. The
tour took in the world’s tallest hotel, the new Ritz-Carlton,
Hong Kong, as well as W Hotel, the Mira, the Upper House
and EAST Hong Kong. As a token of appreciation, all of
the hotels were listed as special supporters of the Forum.
Dr Xiao also mentioned that the
quality of speakers and panellists
at the Forum testiﬁed to the high
regard in which the industry
holds it. Special guests included
Dr Che-woo Lui, Chairman of
both the K. Wah Group (the
forum’s title sponsor) and the
Federation of Hong Kong Hotel
Owners, who linked his vision

Dr Che-woo Lui

China Hotel Brand Development Forum

of innovation and competition to the Group’s new Galaxy
Hotel and Resort in Macau in a presentation entitled
“Eclectic Mix of Oriental and Western Cultures Makes a
World-class Brand”.
Mr Xu Jinzhi, Vice Chairman
of the China Tourist Hotels
Association, explained the new
criteria for the mainland’s hotel
star rating system, and Ms Lily
Ng, Executive Vice president
of Jones Lang LaSalle Hotels,
spoke on “Brand Innovations
and the Developing Trends”.
Other high-proﬁle participants
Mr Xu Jinzhi
included Mr Paul Foskey,
Executive Vice President of Marriott International, and
Mr Nong Xia, Senior Vice President of Real Estate and
Development at Hyatt Hotels, who served as panellists
in an Industry Leaders Roundtable that addressed the
theme “Focusing on the New Competitive Market
– Creating a New Vision for 2011 and Beyond”. Hong
Kong Hotels Association Executive Director Mr James Lu
took up the role of moderator
in a Roundtable Discussion on
“Brand Innovations – Integrating
Different
Perspectives
and
Different Approaches”.

Professor Kaye Chon

The Forum’s ﬁnal session moved
beyond China to focus on
“Asianess in Hotel Leadership”,
with panellists addressing how

the new Asian wave of hospitality leaders differ from their
Western counterparts. A special feature of the session
was that the panel were entirely female executives from
Hong Kong. They included Ms
Alison Yau, General Manager
of Rhombus Fantasia Chengdu
Hotel, Ms Katherine Wong,
General Manager of Prince
Hotel, Ms Gloria Chang,
Director of Horwath Asia
Paciﬁc, and Ms Cheryl Yue,
Sales and Marketing Director at
W Hong Kong.
“At a time when 90% of general managers in this industry
are still men, here we have four highly successful Asian
women who are industry leaders”, Dr Xiao said. “We
purposefully invited them to talk about Asianess, Asian
leadership and future trends and to hear their suggestions
for our students.”
The session moderators were Higher Diploma student Ms
Adriane Li and MSc student Ms Cecilia Xie, who were
chosen by faculty recommendation. Despite some initial
nervousness, the two really shone on the day. One of the
panellists was so impressed she extended a job offer on the
spot.
The Forum successfully showcased not only the increasingly
innovative nature of China’s hotel industry, but also Hotel
ICON, the School as an outstanding hospitality educator
and SHTM students as future hospitality leaders.

Mr James Lu, Executive Director of the Hong Kong Hotels Association chairs a roundtable discussion at
the Forum

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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APacCHRIE

SHTM Students Prove
their Mettle at APacCHRIE 2011

W

hen SHTM Dean and Chair Professor Kaye
Chon founded the Asia-Paciﬁc Council on
Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Education
(APacCHRIE) nearly a decade ago, his vision was “to create
a new paradigm for hospitality and tourism education”.
That vision was surely realised this June when 30 of the
School’s undergraduates organised the most successful
APacCHRIE conference to date, attracting more than 500
delegates from 37 countries.
Held for the ﬁrst time in its birthplace of Hong Kong, the
9th APacCHRIE Conference, which adopted the theme
“Hospitality and Tourism Education: From a Vision to
an Icon”, ran from 2-5 June. It offered the SHTM the
opportunity to showcase not only the talent of its students
but also the innovative nature of its approach to hospitality
education and research, as
reﬂected in the conference
venue: Hotel ICON.
As
PolyU
President
Professor Timothy Tong
noted in his opening
address: “Our vision has
indeed been realised and
transformed into an icon”.
The 30 students organising
the conference – only the
second
undergraduate

HORIZONS

team to do so in APacCHRIE’s history – were enrolled
in elective courses Special Event Projects I and II taught
by Ms Chloe Lau, and divided into teams responsible for
sponsorship, publicity, registration and hotel, tours, social
events, the conference programme and the APacCHRIE
Youth Conference 2011, which ran concurrently.
Ms Lau said that in applying the experiential learning
approach to the two capstone subjects over the nine-month
period, she divided the learning outcomes into four areas:
planning, implementation, modiﬁcation and control. The
latter two were particularly useful in equipping students
with practical, real-life experience.
“Modiﬁcation of the original plan was inevitable, and
crisis management was another key learning outcome”,
Ms Lau continued. “For instance, the
overwhelming response to the call for
Ofﬁciating at the Opening Ceremony of the
9th APacCHRIE Conference (from left):
Professor Kaye Chon, Dean and Chair
Professor of the SHTM; Professor Timothy
Tong, PolyU President; Mr Stanley Yen,
Chairman, Landis Management Co Ltd;
Mr Anthony Lau, Executive Director, Hong
Kong Tourism Board; Dr Andy Nazarechuk,
Dean of the William F. Harrah College
of Hotel Administration, University of
Nevada Las Vegas (Singapore Campus); Ms
Cynthia Deale, President of ICHRIE and
Professor Manat Chaisawat, President of
APacCHRIE

APacCHRIE

papers led to a major revision of the venue and programme plan”. A total of
382 papers were received, with 223 presented during the conference, which also
boasted 120 poster presentations. With regard to control, students had to ﬁnd a
way of “optimising the publicity of the event with limited ﬁnances”, which also
required them to think on their feet and come up with creative solutions.
The success of the project was also dependent upon choosing the right students.
Prospective organisers underwent pre-semester interviews to ensure they had
the right skill sets and level of commitment needed to see the project through.
Teamwork, time management and communication proved essential skills.
Third-year Tourism Management student Ms Catherine Wong, who was in
charge of publicity, said the workload for her team was particularly heavy. They
had to produce real products throughout, the most challenging of which was
the design and creation of the 4 x 8-metre conference backdrop. “Working on
the project stimulated my interest in event planning, marketing and design
work”, said Ms Wong, who has now graduated and hopes to make such work
her career.
The organising team comprised students from different years of study and a
range of majors, including Hotel Management, Tourism Management, and
Convention and Exhibition Management, with all praising the project for
equipping them with career-related skills. “We got insights into reality”, said
Gigi Wong of the registration team. “We had to deal with a real client, real
suppliers and real guests. It was a valuable experience”.
In his keynote address, Dean Chon emphasised the need to “co-create value with
our stakeholders”: the industry, students and faculty. Having students organise
prestigious conferences such as APacCHRIE is certainly one way of doing so
while providing “an important learning experience: a lesson in creativity”.
Keynote Speaker Mr Stanley Yen surely had such educational innovation in
mind when he called on tourism and hospitality educators to equip students
not only with book learning but also with practical experience and a passion
for sharing.

Conference
Key Facts
The Event
• 9th APacCHRIE Conference
• 2nd APacCHRIE Youth
Conference
• 1st time held in Hotel ICON

Timing and Highlights
• 4-day conference
• 44 conference hours
• 3 major social functions

Organisers
• 30 Organising Committee
Members
• 112 volunteers

Delegates
• Delegates from 37 countries
• Over 500 delegates from
around the world

Papers
• 382 papers received
• 223 papers presented
• 120 poster presentations

This, he said, would allow them to fulﬁl the “true purpose of tourism”, which
is “to make friends with the world” for “your company, for your country and
certainly for yourself ”.

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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SHTM students and
faculty members
witness the signing of
the MOUs between
the School and Banyan
Tree Holdings Ltd

Win-Win Agreement with Banyan Tree

T

he signing of two memoranda of understanding
between the SHTM and Banyan Tree Hotels
and Resorts in March has been hailed as a winwin agreement. Focusing on the provision of executive
education programmes by the SHTM and the placement
of interns with Banyan Tree, the memoranda were signed
by Professor Kaye Chon, Dean of the SHTM, and Mr
Ho Kwon Ping, Executive Chairman of Banyan Tree
Holdings.
Banyan Tree Hotels and Resorts is a leading manager and
developer of premium resorts around the world. With 17
new resorts to open by 2014. The memoranda will ensure
that it continues to lead the way in industry and service
standards. Mr Ho remarked that “we get to send our
associates to attend on-going skills development and jobrelevant training in a hotel school that is highly regarded
in Asia for its standard of excellence, as well as provide a
channel for industry internship which the undergraduates
will need”.
Dean Chon highlighted the SHTM’s perspective when he
commented that “with Banyan Tree’s unwavering support

and with our teaching and research hotel, Hotel ICON, at
the heart of our new education approach, we expect more
success and greater contributions in the years ahead”.
According to the terms of ﬁrst Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU), the SHTM will provide executive
education programmes either on its own premises or at any
of the Banyan Tree properties. Dean Chon noted that “we
have already formed a ﬁrm foothold in establishing wellrespected executive development programmes and we strive
at all times to ensure that practitioners are kept abreast of
the latest ﬁndings and trends that matter”.
The second MOU outlines how Banyan Tree will
offer internships each year to a number of SHTM
undergraduates. It also includes an agreement to provide
one-year industry attachments to students from the
Chinese mainland to ensure they are eligible for admission
to the SHTM’s MSc programmes.
Both MOUs cover a period of ﬁve years and further
indicate the extent to which the SHTM is cooperating with
its industry to advance hospitality and tourism around the
world.

Signing the MOUs: (from left) Dean
Kaye Chon of the SHTM and Mr Ho
Kwon Ping of Banyan Tree Holdings Ltd
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Donation to Laos

SHTM Generosity Praised

T

he SHTM has continued its focus on social responsibility
by donating around $390,000 of surplus kitchen equipment
from its former premises to the Lao National Institute of
Tourism and Hospitality (LANITH). Fully maintained and in
excellent condition, the ﬁfty-seven items ranging from a pizza oven
to buffet hotplates will be installed in LANITH’s training centre at
Pakpasak Technical College in Vientienne, which is scheduled for
completion late this year.
The donation drew deserved praise from the
Lao National Tourism Administration ...

School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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The Consummate Professional

T

he marks of a true professional are commitment, drive and perseverance.
By all of these measures, Mr Wallace Li, General Manager of Racecourse
Catering Operations at the Hong Kong Jockey Club in Happy Valley,
is what all other managers should be. Determined to succeed in his career,
committed to his alma mater and able to draw out the best in a team, Mr Li was
a ﬁtting recipient of the SHTM Outstanding Alumni Award in 2006.
As it happened, that same year saw his emergence as a prime driving force behind
the then moribund SHTM Alumni Association, which he and his executive
committee revived, professionalised and expanded. He stepped down earlier this
year after three terms as Chairman of the Association and a modestly described
“lot of hard work”, having been bestowed the title of Honorary Chairman in
recognition of his achievements.
Mr Li graduated from the then Department of Institutional Management and
Catering Studies in 1984 with a Higher Diploma, later obtaining an MBA
from Northwestern University and the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology. He spent the early part of his career in hotel service in mainland
China and Hong Kong, before joining the Jockey Club in 1993.
When asked about his early experience in hospitality, Mr Li recalled a period
in which his determination set him on the track to success. Having joined a
management training programme for only two weeks, an accident to a restaurant
manager thrust him into that role without any preparation. He could only do
planning after midnight when the Christmas functions had ﬁnished for the
evening, and he eventually slept in the ofﬁce for a week.
That sort of commitment brought him kudos from the management and
training group. In the intervening years, Mr Li has applied it less hectically
to everything he does. Aside from his career and leading role in the Alumni
Association, he acts as a mentor for SHTM students. Asked about the sort of
advice that he gives them, he replied that students need to know what they will
be doing in their careers before they graduate, they need to “stay on target” and
then go simply “love their jobs”.
It boils down to always being a consummate professional.
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Stay on target
and love the
job!

Undergraduate Programmes

Four-Year Degrees
More Student-Centric

C

hange is sweeping through tertiary education
in Hong Kong, and the SHTM is grasping
the opportunity to reﬁne its undergraduate
programmes. With the city-wide introduction of fouryear degrees this month, the School has refashioned
its BSc(Hons) in Hotel Management and Tourism
Management programmes to be more student-centric.
The broad, multidisciplinary programmes now focus more
intensely on self-development within a professional context.
Designed to impart industry relevant knowledge and
skills, they will also expose students to a range of complex
managerial and specialised work activities. Graduates are
expected to contribute effectively and efﬁciently to the
operation and management of tourism and related service
organisations both in Hong Kong and around the world.

be prepared for professional roles, but would also be adept
at critical thinking, leadership and life-long learning.
Commenting on the detail of the changes, BSc(Hons)
Programme Leader Dr Andrew Chan* said that rather than
all students enrolling in majors, some will enrol in the broad
discipline but most will enter the programmes directly. As
with the cohorts in all other PolyU programmes, Hotel
Management and Tourism Management students are now
required to take a broader range of General Education
subjects, focus more on China in their studies and fulﬁl a
healthy lifestyle subject requirement as part of the General
University Requirements.

The SHTM Advantage
“The design of the new curriculum involved various
stakeholders”, said the SHTM’s Associate Dean (Academic
Affairs) Professor Cathy Hsu. These included “industry
partners, students and academic staff, who looked beyond
current practices and shifted their thinking paradigms”.
The objective was to ensure that graduates would not only

Students are also required to fulﬁl Discipline Speciﬁc
Requirements comprising both common and specialist
subjects, the intended outcomes of which are carefully
matched with those of the overall programme. Speciﬁc
to each programme are career track options, with Hotel
* With effect from 1 September 2011, BSc(Hons) Programme Leader is Dr Eric Chan.
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Placements can be completed in one or more organisations,
under the guidance of a coaching supervisor in the
workplace and an SHTM mentor. Students have the option
of taking them full time across the summer semester of Year
Two and the ﬁrst semester of Year Three, or the second and
summer semesters of Year Three. Part-time placements can
be undertaken between the second semester of Year Two
and the summer semester of Year Three.
As university education in Hong Kong adapts to meet
the needs of a changing world, SHTM students are at the
forefront of initiatives to move well beyond traditional
listen-and-learn techniques. The School is committed to
continually enhancing the value of its programmes, both
for students and their potential employers.

The Che-woo Lui Hotel and Tourism Resource Centre

Management students able to choose from Hotel
General Management, Restaurant and Hotel Foodservice
Management, and Hotel Administration. Tourism
Management students have two choices: Private Sector and
Public Sector. In the ﬁnal year of their studies, students in
both programmes will complete either an honours thesis or
a capstone project.
The career track options, in particular, set the School’s
programmes apart from others offered in their ﬁelds.
Another area in which the SHTM excels is in the
provision of opportunities for Work-Integrated Education.
According to Dr Tony Tse, Assistant Professor and the
SHTM’s Programme Director (Industry Partnerships),
“upon successful completion of their placements, students
have hands-on experience, professional skills and generic
skills in relevant industry sectors for their future career
growth. This is an important part of the
education at the SHTM, and is highly
valued by the hospitality industry”.
With all SHTM students expected to
complete 960 hours of internships and
the compulsory subject Professional and
Leadership Development, the School
will continue to enhance its network
with industry partners to open up ever
more placement opportunities.

SHTM student interns at The Market,
Hotel ICON

SHTM student working at
Macau Government Tourist
Ofﬁce, Hong Kong

All students in the two SHTM programmes will undertake
paid internships in Hong Kong or overseas with industry
partners. Those who choose to do so locally will have the
opportunity to apply for placements at Hotel ICON, the
School’s teaching and research hotel.
SHTM student working at Walt Disney World, Florida, USA
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Experience Drives Effective Tourism Leadership
Effective tourism leadership is developed over time and
involves learning from a range of experiences and people,
argue the SHTM’s Karin Weber and a co-author in a
recently published research article. Drawing on in-depth
interviews with ten Hong Kong tourism leaders, the
researchers explore how leadership skills are developed,
delineate their characteristics and relay advice for aspiring
leaders. Ultimately, the development of effective leadership
in the tourism industry requires “giving passionate
individuals the room to learn by experience”.

Tourism Leadership in Hong Kong
The tourism industry is dominated by the provision of
services and the creation of experiences. Yet there is little
understanding of how tourism leaders develop the skills to
spearhead these efforts, and insufﬁcient attention is paid
to the role of cultural environments in determining which
leadership skills are necessary. The researchers set out to
rectify this situation by investigating tourism leaders in
Hong Kong.
With its long-established tourism industry, Hong Kong
features a unique convergence of Asian and Western
inﬂuences that shape thought patterns and industry
practices. The city also continually attracts, educates and
trains people in tourism. This, note the researchers, creates
the need to determine what leadership characteristics and
skills the local industry needs.

Leaders Interviewed
To gain a detailed understanding of Hong Kong’s tourism
leadership, the researchers interviewed ten senior ﬁgures
in the industry. They asked questions covering the
interviewees’ perceptions of their roles as managers and
School of Hotel and Tourism Management

leaders, how they balanced leadership and management,
how they had gained their skills, what makes an effective
leader, leadership issues speciﬁc to the tourism industry
and industry changes that require new leadership skills.
All of the leaders held senior positions, with three serving
as managing directors, three as executive directors, two as
chairpeople, one as CEO and one as general manager. They
represented hotel chains and associations, travel agencies
and the conference and exhibition sector. Having been
involved in tourism both in Hong Kong and internationally
for periods ranging from 19 to 43 years, the nine men and
one woman had considerable industry experience.

Skill Development
The leaders indicated that they learned from personal
experience, with exposure to a variety of jobs and a wide
range of situations helping them to develop management
and leadership skills. They also conceded the importance
of building knowledge through books and training courses,
which the researchers suggest points to the necessity of
university postgraduate courses closely linking theory and
practice.
Skills could also be acquired informally and indirectly
when engaging with others. One interviewee observed
that “I always try to listen to other people irrespective of
whether they are high ranking, even minor business, minor
issues, even ordinary people.” Other leaders noted more
formal learning, particularly from mentors, which leads
the researchers to recommend that existing mentorship
programmes be enhanced to more effectively develop
leadership talent.
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Yet there was also a suggestion from some leaders that
although leadership could be learned to an extent, it was
innate in those individuals who led throughout their
careers.

Characteristics of Effective Leadership
The researchers identify eight leadership characteristics
mentioned in the interviews: business knowledge,
determination, open-mindedness, team support, the ability
to admit mistakes, communication skills and a sense of
humour. Business knowledge covered both being able to
provide information to subordinates on a range of areas and
a good understanding of the wider business environment.
Determination was considered a prerequisite for leadership
and open-mindedness a necessity. One interviewee
commented that “leaders need to be open-minded because
you have to accept all the views”, which in turn helps to
build crucial support amongst subordinates.
The interviewees considered the ability to admit mistakes
as an essential leadership characteristic, coupled with the
willingness to stand up for subordinates who may have
made their own mistakes. This and the other characteristics
clearly necessitated excellent communication skills, and the
interviewees stressed that leaders needed to have a sense
of humour to counterbalance the serious elements of their
roles.

basis. The researchers suggest that this might due to the
prevalence of Western education amongst the interviewees
and Hong Kong’s relatively recent return to Chinese rule.
Nevertheless, a speciﬁc non-cultural conclusion can be
drawn from the study. Although personality traits may
come into play, “ultimately it is knowledge and experience
of the tourism industry that enables people to become
effective leaders”.

Points to Note
■

Little is known about how tourism industry
leaders develop their skills.

■

Hong Kong leaders learn from personal
experience, reading and training, and by engaging
with others.

■

Aspiring leaders must be passionate about
working in the industry.

■

Knowledge and experience are the two crucial
elements of becoming an effective tourism leader.

Weber, Karin and Ladkin, Adele (2010). Developing
effective tourism leadership. Journal of China Tourism
Research, Vol. 6, pp. 410-426.

Advice for Aspiring Leaders
When asked to give advice to aspiring leaders, the
interviewees indicated that they needed a strong passion
and enthusiasm for the industry. At its core, note the
researchers, this determines whether there is a good ﬁt
between the individual and the industry.
The interviewees also mentioned the importance of gaining
experience in as many aspects of a business as possible,
including work experience before entering the industry
full time. This would require much effort and hard work.
As the researchers put it, “the dominant advice for those
aspiring to become leaders in the tourism industry is to
make an honest assessment of the personal desire to work
in a demanding and challenging people/service-oriented
industry”.

Knowledge and Experience the Key
An important point to note about the outlooks expressed in
the interviews is that none of them had a particularly Asian
2
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Understanding Work-Family Issues Key to
Competitive Advantage for Hotels
Hotels seeking to develop a competitive advantage through
their deployment of human resources should focus on one
critical issue argue the SHTM’s Qu Xiao and a co-author
in a recently published research paper. By investigating
hotel general managers’ perceptions of strategic issues
related to human resources, the researchers develop a
framework for understanding the importance of work-life
balance to a hotel’s success. Although drawn from the US
hotel industry, their ﬁndings have signiﬁcant implications
for hoteliers around the world.

The researchers argue that changing to a more family
friendly culture could enable a hotel to “gain a competitive
advantage through reduced absenteeism, reduced turnover
and superior retention and productivity of employees”.
In other words, family friendly practices could have
strategic value. They thus set out to discern how hotel
general managers (GMs) identify work-family issues as
components of their strategic issue perceptions, and how
their organisational cultures relate to the work-life issues
that concern them.

Strategic Management and Work-Family
Practices

General Managers Interviewed

Strategic management is critical to any organisation’s
success and involves executives scanning the operating
environment, identifying strategic issues, formulating
responses and enacting appropriate strategies. Their
perceptions of what makes an issue strategic are affected
by factors ranging from the type of organisation in which
they work to their own employment background. Yet they
can usually be expected to identify issues that “include
external opportunities and threats, and when linked with
organisational strengths, lead to strategic advantage for the
ﬁrm”.
Amongst the issues that have the potential to provide hotels
in particular with a sustainable competitive advantage
are the ways in which human resources are handled and
deployed. The researchers note that successful human
resource management can help to develop hotel-speciﬁc
competencies, produce “complex social relations” and
generate tacit organisational knowledge.
However, some current human resource practices curtail
these outcomes. The researchers comment that hotels
often “encourage employees to work as many hours as
possible, including weekends and holidays”. There is also
a predominance of shift work, rotating schedules and
weekend work, coupled with the notion of ‘face time’ –
whereby employees are expected to “be physically present
at virtually all times”, even when not needed.
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To achieve those aims, the researchers conducted faceto-face interviews with the GMs of 49 full-service hotels
across the United States as part of a larger research project
on work-family issues at all levels of the hotel industry.
Full service hotels were the focus because their GMs have
both strategic responsibilities and multiple managers
reporting to them. The hotel sizes ranged between 218
and 2,000 guest rooms, and employee numbers between
105 and 1,200.
Of the interviewed managers, 45 were male and their
ages ranged between 37 and 62 years. The interviewees
had from 13 to 45 years of experience in the hotel
industry, including up to 25 years as GM. All but three
of the interviewees worked for major international hotel
companies.

Themes Identiﬁed
In analysing the interviewees’ responses to questions
addressing strategic considerations, human resource issues
and personal advancement, the researchers identify a
number of major themes. These include opportunities,
threats, competitive advantages, management style,
personality, the existence of mentors, experience,
organisational culture, workplace ﬂexibility, communication
of best practices, use of technology, career considerations,
family life and turnover.
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Focusing on the strategic issues, the researchers note
that the GMs’ perceived opportunities mainly related
to “competition, general economic growth/decline and
market demands”. Perceived threats mainly included
competition and changing levels of demand. Moving away
from market considerations alone, perceived competitive
advantages included location, facilities and brand, along
with human resources.
A large minority of the GMs believed that people were
amongst their most critical competitive advantages.
Yet more than half did not agree, which suggests that
work-family issues might only be part of the strategic
management process for some GMs. The researchers thus
develop the themes they identify into a framework for
understanding just how work-family issues and human
resource management can create a competitive advantage.

A Framework of Interacting Strategic Issues
The framework shows the ways in which the themes
identiﬁed interact with each other. Taking a broad view, the
researchers note that work-family issues such as workplace
ﬂexibility, the communication of best practices, turnover
and career advancement interact with hotel culture
and management style. These issues also relate to how
technology is used in hotels. For instance, the provision
of laptops to managers so they can leave work earlier links
directly to workplace ﬂexibility, positively or negatively
depending on the attitudes of individual managers. The
researchers stress that all of these relationships, taken
together, “provide an overall work-family related domain
that is closely related to competitive advantage”.
More speciﬁcally, at the core of the framework is the
GM’s management style, which can be inﬂuenced by such
factors as personality, family life, mentors and experience.
As the researchers note, management styles seem “to
evolve in a more family-friendly direction as GMs’ tenures
and experiences accumulate”. They also suggest that GMs
who need more ﬂexibility for their own family lives tend
to offer more ﬂexibility to the managers below them.
Management style thus extends its inﬂuence to the hotel’s
overall culture.
That culture can range from a prevailing ‘pay your dues’
attitude to a family friendly philosophy. Regardless
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of its type, a hotel’s culture affects managers’ family
lives through their career advancement and workplace
ﬂexibility. The researchers suggest that as hotel cultures
shift towards allowing managers to turn down promotions
and relocations for family reasons, those managers will
feel that they have more ﬂexibility in designing their own
career paths.
Indeed, the GMs indicated that workplace ﬂexibility had
improved signiﬁcantly over the last decade, which in turn
had a positive effect on family life. The researchers note
that family life is also a factor that inﬂuences decisions to
switch to another hotel or leave the industry altogether.
This is particularly signiﬁcant because low turnover rates
are regarded as an important element of human resource
related competitive advantage.

The Beneﬁts of Work-Family Balance
Although not all hotel GMs factor work-family issues into
their strategic decision making, the researchers provide an
illustrative framework of the consequences when they do.
In short, those GMs that are speciﬁcally looking to achieve
a competitive advantage through their human resources
should address one speciﬁc issue: work-family balance.

Points to Note
■

Human resource management can create a
competitive advantage for hotels, but some
existing practices do not.

■

Hotel GMs in the United States are divided on
whether people provide a critical advantage.

■

Yet from a strategic perspective, work-family
issues have a broad inﬂuence on hotel culture and
operations.

■

Ultimately, the provision of work-family balance
will provide a competitive advantage.

Xiao, Qu and O’Neill, John W. (2011). Work-family
balance as a potential strategic advantage: A hotel
general manager perspective. Journal of Hospitality and
Tourism Research, Vol. 34, No. 4, pp. 415-439.
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Customer Perceptions Crucial to Tourism
Industry Revenue Management
Customer perceptions determine the viability of revenue
management practices in the tourism industry note the
SHTM’s Cindy Heo and a co-author. The researchers
recently published their ﬁndings from a survey of industry
customers in the United States, revealing perceptions of
familiarity with and the fairness of revenue management
in six tourism sectors, and how they relate to perceptions
of capacity scarcity during high-demand seasons. A
crucial point is that familiarity with revenue management
practices does not guarantee they will be considered fair.
The industry needs to understand why this is the case to
develop effective management strategies for long-term
revenue growth.

Revenue Management and its Repercussions
Revenue management is used in capacity-constrained
industries to set demand-based variable pricing. It is
common in airlines and widely used in hotels, with a
general result of increasing proﬁtability. However, early
attempts at revenue management focused on shortterm proﬁtability without consideration for long-term
sustainability and tended to generate negative perceptions
amongst customers.
Perceptions of fairness seem to be at the core of whether
revenue management is sustainable. The key issue, explain
the researchers, is “customers’ perceptions of value for a
service or a product, rather than the cost”. When customers
do value a service they become loyal and are thus less
price-sensitive. Yet understanding what customers actually
perceive is a difﬁcult task and has limited the use of revenue
management in some sectors. In particular, little is known
about how it would be received in service environments
such as restaurants and theme parks.
Nonetheless, the increased proﬁtability that revenue
management brings is appealing and a number of sectors
are considering its use or have recently taken it up. This
spurred the researchers to investigate how customers
perceive the fairness of revenue management practices,
how they perceive capacity scarcity during high-demand
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seasons and their overall perceived familiarity with revenue
management practices in airlines and hotels as traditional
sectors and restaurants, golf clubs, galleries and museums,
and theme parks as non-traditional sectors.

Customers Surveyed
To gain information on customer perceptions, the
researchers conducted an online survey amongst students
and staff at a university on the west coast of the United
States. They speciﬁcally avoided using the term ‘revenue
management’ to guard against a lack of familiarity with
it rather than with the practices involved. After asking
respondents questions about the fairness of revenue
management practices, perceived capacity scarcity and
overall familiarity with revenue management, the survey
collected information on gender, age, income, education,
employment status and service industry employment
experience.
Of the 670 respondents, almost three quarters were
female, and around the same number were aged under
29 years. About half of the respondents earned under
US$50,000 each year and just over half had been educated
to the bachelor or graduate degree level. In terms of service
industry experience, just over half of the respondents
had experience in one of the sectors examined by the
researchers.

Perceived Fairness
An initial interesting ﬁnding is that these customers were
ambivalent about the fairness of revenue management
practices in the six sectors overall, but not in one of the
sectors. The researchers note that the customers perceived
revenue management practices in the airline sector to be
the least fair, even though it was the “birthplace” of those
practices and had used them “for almost 30 years”. They do,
however, provide a possible explanation for this negativity –
the “airlines’ recently adopted unbundling pricing policies:
charging for previously ‘free’ meals, snacks and luggage”.
This, they reckon, could have had an overall negative effect
on perceptions of pricing throughout the sector.
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In a more general sense, the customers had clearer
perceptions of the fairness of revenue management
practices in airlines and hotels than in the non-traditional
sectors. In relation to restaurants, golf clubs, galleries and
museums, they had more neutral opinions, considering
revenue management practices in these sectors as “neither
fair nor unfair”. One deviation from this norm is that the
male customer minority considered the practices fairer in
theme parks than did their female counterparts, but there
was no overall perceptual difference between the genders
in other aspects of their responses.

Perceived Capacity Scarceness
When asked about the perceived scarcity of capacity
during high-demand seasons, the customers considered
the capacities of airlines and hotels to be the most
constrained, followed by theme parks, restaurants, golf
clubs and museums and galleries. As the researchers
suggest, these responses indicate that customers perceive
capacity scarceness to be less common in sectors that have
not traditionally employed revenue management.
An immediate implication of this perception is that
customers might not consider revenue management
practices relevant to non-traditional sectors. The
researchers suggest that those sectors “may want to
limit capacity during high-demand seasons by charging
premiums because their services become scarcer during
high-trafﬁc periods”. The customers already considered
theme parks to have somewhat scarce capacity, but the
other sectors may need to change customer perceptions
ﬁrst before implementing revenue management. This
would necessarily involve giving customers clear reasons
and pointing out potential beneﬁts, such as the creation
of more pleasant environments in galleries through less
crowding.

Perceived Familiarity
Management

with

Revenue

In terms of overall familiarity with revenue management
practices, the customers surveyed were aware of them
mostly in airlines and hotels, followed by theme parks,
golf clubs, restaurants and galleries and museums. The
researchers make the strong point that this familiarity
does not ensure perceptions of fairness, given that airlines
had the most noticeable practices but were considered the
most unfair in deploying them.
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To remedy this situation, the researchers urge airlines
to learn what their customers think about revenue
management so they can develop practices and strategies
more acceptable to the people who use their services.
Hoteliers should also consider better understanding their
customers’ perceptions as the respondents ranked hotels
second in both familiarity with revenue management
practices and the perceived fairness of those practices.
While it might not seem that the other sectors have much
to worry about in this regard, the researchers do warn that
they need to understand the factors that help to create
negative perceptions of revenue management practices
amongst those familiar with them.

The Way Ahead
Ultimately, the viability of revenue management
practices in hospitality and tourism sectors that have not
traditionally used them will depend on how customer
perceptions are managed. Perceptions of the ways those
practices are already used in airlines, and to a lesser extent
hotels, offer a guide to what theme parks, restaurants, golf
clubs, galleries and museums can expect as they expand or
initiate revenue management efforts.

Points to Note
■

Revenue management can maximise proﬁtability
in capacity-constrained tourism sectors.

■

Little is known about how customers react to it
in non-traditional revenue management sectors.

■

Customers in the US are most familiar with and
disapproving of revenue management in airlines.

■

Other sectors should consider the importance of
such customer perceptions in developing revenue
management strategies.

Heo, Cindy Yoonjoung and Lee, Seoki (2010). Customers’
perceptions of demand-driven pricing in revenue
management context: Comparisons of six tourism and
hospitality industries. International Journal of Revenue
Management, Vol. 4, No. 3/4, pp. 382-402.
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China an Investment ‘Heaven’ for
Multinational Hotel Groups
Thirty years after the Chinese government enacted its opendoor policy China has become a ‘heaven’ for multinational
hotel groups, argue the SHTM’s Basak Denizci Guillet,
Hanqin Zhang and Wendy Gao. In a recently published
paper, the researchers analyse industry publications and
related information on investments in China proposed by
multinational hotel groups. They identify the issues related
to expansion, the most prominent development trends
and a possible restraint on investment. An understanding
of these factors will help other multinational hotel groups
when considering their own expansion plans in China.

Market Entry Overview
Since 1978 and China’s economic opening to the outside
world, hotel investment throughout the country has
become decentralised and diversiﬁed. By 2000, there were
more than 150 hotel management companies operating in
China, a third of which were multinational. The researchers
note that just over a decade later, “given the steady and
strong growth in demand in business and leisure travel,
China has become an investment heaven for multinational
hotel management groups”.
There are, however, initial barriers to entry, including
economic and political systems, hotel ownership, hotel
management capability and resources, and competition
between local and foreign ﬁrms. When groups do enter
the market they usually choose non-equity forms of
investment such as management contracts and franchising,
although joint ventures are becoming more common.
They are then confronted with location choices inﬂuenced
by agglomeration economies, the presence of sufﬁcient
infrastructure and institutional changes.
The researchers set out to determine the key issues that
multinational hotel groups face as they grapple with these
decisions in their efforts to expand into, or further into,
China. Of particular interest was identifying “an overall
outlook for the hotel industry as it relates to investments
proposed by multinational hotel corporations”.
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Expansion Information Collected
To ensure that they could analyse the greatest amount of
information possible, the researchers turned to secondary
resources, including InfoBank China, the China Economic
Review, Hotel News Resource and Ebcohost. These
databases include information on business activity and
hotel industry developments in China from a wide range
of sources, including Western and Chinese newspapers,
industry journals and the Ministry of Foreign Trade and
Cooperation.
With a timeframe from January 2006 to December 2008,
the researchers used keywords to identify proposed hotel
developments, combining terms such as “new hotels”,
“additional properties” and “hotel market” with terms
such as “mainland China” and “Chinese market”. Their
analysis focused on 336 relevant documents, which
revealed that 15 hotel groups made more than four
expansion announcements and 14 groups made less than
three announcements.

Expansion and its Issues
The researchers identiﬁed 18 groups with existing
operations in China that were planning to expand and 11
new groups, considering entry to the market. For all of the
groups, the most popular locations selected were Beijing
and Shanghai, and their target markets were MICE,
deluxe and economy. The preferred business format was
the management contract.
The issues that the hotel groups needed to address in
their expansion included political and macroeconomic
factors, planned locations, brand selection, competitors,
the number of hotels or rooms to be considered,
the development timeframe and human resource
development. The researchers note that most of these
issues are interconnected, with the lack or abundance of
human resources in an area affecting where a hotel might
be related, for instance.
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Categorising the hotel groups largely into upscale and
budget, the researchers determined that the upscale groups
were expanding more actively. The upscale category
included hotels newly opened by existing brands and
those that existing brands planned to open by 2011. The
issues affecting planned hotels included the inﬂuence of
political and macroeconomic factors, location planning,
brand selection, competitors, number of hotels or rooms,
development timeframe and human resource development.
The newly opened hotels faced issues related to business
formats, service concept and culture, hotel classiﬁcation
and target markets.
Existing budget brands were at an initial stage of
development in comparison to their upscale counterparts.
However, the researchers note their importance, with
around 90% of Chinese domestic travellers staying at
budget hotels. The issues that budget groups faced in their
expansion included opportunities to invest in limited
service hotels, location distribution, number of hotels and
business format.

Development Trends
Considering the rapid increase in multinational hotel
group development in China, the researchers identify
a number of distinct trends. Management contracts are
still the most common business format for upscale hotels,
but joint ventures are becoming more common. Direct
investment and franchising are more popular for budget
hotels, but foreign hotel groups are still cautious with
franchising and have limited experience with it in China.
The researchers note that the deluxe, upscale and MICE
hotels discussed in the documents “can be considered as
new trends in the Chinese hotel industry”. There are also
observable trends in the choice of hotel locations, with
ongoing development in provincial capitals being joined
by expansion into second and third tier cities, plus tourist
locations. This is particularly true amongst established
multinational hotel groups, with opportunities for
cooperation with local entrepreneurs opening up in these
cities for groups willing to accept outside investment in
development projects.
Perhaps the most import trend is that mega-events have
been attracting hotel investment in their environs. As
these events have relatively long durations and attract large
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numbers of participants, they generate very high demand
for accommodation. All of the hotel groups indicated the
inﬂuence on their expansion plans of the Olympic games
in Beijing during 2008, the World Expo in Shanghai
during 2010 and the Asian Games in Guangzhou the same
year.
However, the continuance of these trends is contingent
upon government policy. In terms of direct inﬂuence, the
government intervened in the market by adding upscale
hotel developments to the restricted list for foreign
investors when the property market boomed in 2006.
Indirectly, the government has inﬂuenced the market over
a longer term by imposing stringent lending practices in
an effort to curtail the foreign debt market.

Market Potential Curtailed?
Overall, the researchers argue that multinational hotel
groups are increasing in conﬁdence as they extend the
length of their stays in China. The country is something
of an investment ‘heaven’ for them 30 years after the
implementation of its open-door policy, but government
restrictions can still be felt. Despite the huge market
potential, there is still a hidden hand helping to shape and
potentially hamper expansion plans.

Points to Note
■

Multinational hotel groups are expanding rapidly
in China.

■

Upscale and budget groups face similar but not
the same issues in planning their expansion.

■

Distinct trends are evident in business formats,
hotel types, locations and the inﬂuence of mega
events.

■

Government policy has the potential to limit
expansion plans.

Guillet, Basak Denizci, Zhang, Hanqin Qiu and Gao, Bo
Wendy (2011). Interpreting the mind of multinational
hotel investors: Future trends and implications in
China. International Journal of Hospitality Management,
Vol. 30, pp. 222-232.
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Bargaining an Under-Appreciated Adventure in
Open-Air Markets
Value for money is the key factor in attracting tourists to
Hong Kong’s open-air markets, according to the SHTM’s
Nelson Tsang, Henry Tsai and Fiona Leung in a recently
published research article. Examining “tourists’ enjoyment
of their bargaining adventure”, the researchers also ﬁnd
that bargaining intensity and psychological well-being are
crucial elements of the attitudes and behaviour on display
in these markets. Yet the beneﬁt of marketing strategies
designed to tap this enthusiasm for a good deal is little
recognised, with the researchers suggesting that the Hong
Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) should pay more attention
to it in vigorously promoting open-air markets.

Open-Air Markets as Tourist Attractions
Shopping has long been acknowledged as an indispensable
tourist activity around the world, but nowhere is that
more apparent than in Hong Kong. Attracting around
30 million tourists a year, the city offers its visitors a
plethora of shopping experiences in upscale malls lined
with internationally renowned designer outlets. Yet the
researchers also note that Hong Kong’s open-air markets
are important tourist attractions in their own right, offering
dynamic environments in which tourists can observe “the
unique local capitalism”.
Tourist visits to Hong Kong’s three main markets – Ladies’
Market, Temple Street Market and Stanley Market – have
increased signiﬁcantly every year for the past ﬁve years. The
researchers cite HKTB statistics to the effect that visitors
from Australia, New Zealand and other parts of the South
Paciﬁc visit the three markets most frequently during their
stays, followed by those from South, Southeast and North
Asia. Southern hemisphere tourists also rate the value-formoney experience they gain at the markets most highly.
The researchers go as far as to suggest that bargaining
should be considered a feature of these markets because
it enhances the shopping experience. Drawing on research
in sociology and psychology, they argue that shopping in
general and bargaining in particular generate “intrinsic
enjoyment”. Obtaining discounts through haggling
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could even “generate a sense of pride, intelligence, and
achievement”.
This should have obvious implications for the promotion
of bargaining as a tourist activity, but little effort has been
made in Hong Kong to highlight the attractiveness of its
open-air markets. The researchers mention that the markets
are completely overlooked in the HKTB’s shopping tips
for tourists, which instead emphasise the identiﬁcation
of creditable retailers recognised by the Quality Tourism
Services scheme.
In a broader sense there is also the unanswered question of
whether tourist shoppers bargain “simply as a result of the
satisfaction they feel in acquiring a product” or due to a
“sense of gratiﬁcation generated on the basis of perceived
fairness” in the bargaining process. Understanding which
of these factors predominate would allow the HKTB to
devise an appropriately tailored marketing campaign.

Tourists at Hong Kong’s Open-Air Markets
The researchers gathered information on tourist
bargaining behaviour by conducting a survey at Ladies’
Market, Temple Street Market and Stanley Market.
The questionnaire included ﬁve sections, with the ﬁrst
designed to screen out non-tourists or tourists who did
not bargain. The second section focused on factors related
to the intention to bargain, and the third on the extent of
bargaining behaviour and how that behaviour and tourist
attitudes affected satisfaction with the whole process.
The fourth section obtained overall impressions of the
bargaining context in the markets and the ﬁfth was used
to construct a demographic proﬁle of the respondents.
Of the 203 tourists who completed questionnaires in
the three markets, just under half were from mainland
China, Taiwan, other parts of North Asia, South Asia or
Southeast Asia. The remainder were from the Americas,
Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Australia, New Zealand
or the rest of the South Paciﬁc. Just under half were male,
the largest group was aged 21-30 years old, around three
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quarters had university degrees and most were on vacation
but not on guided tours.

to visit the market again and recommend it to their friends
and family”.

Value for Money and Psychological WellBeing

Advertising Needed

Having reviewed the results of their survey the researchers
found that the intention to bargain in a market was most
heavily affected by selling price, product quality and
perceived value for money. The most obvious implication
here is that the HKTB should “develop an advertising
campaign on open-air markets in Hong Kong that
emphasises value for money”. To broaden that effort, the
researchers also suggest that “an online platform allowing
tourists to share their shopping experiences and effective
bargaining tips could be linked with the HKTB website”.
This would reduce the search costs of ﬁrst-time tourists
seeking information about bargains in Hong Kong, and
would have the potential to spread that information out
to the “global community via the Internet”.
In terms of the bargaining process itself, the tourists were
most interested in taking part for their own psychological
well-being. Happiness about being able to ask for low
prices against expectations of higher prices offered to
tourists and satisfaction with actually obtaining a bargain
were the most important factors. The tourists also felt a
sense of excitement in the process, and thought that their
own ability rather than luck determined their success.

The Importance
Bargaining

of

Satisfaction

with

When looking speciﬁcally for what determined the tourists’
overall satisfaction with bargaining the researchers found
that “bargaining intensity”, or “tourists’ preference for
haggling as a way of doing business” was the most important
factor. This concept encompasses the competitiveness
displayed when seeking a bargain as revealed by choosing
open-air markets over malls, negotiating for ‘extras’ when
goods are sold at ﬁxed prices and the actual effort put into
the bargaining process.

With bargaining intensity and psychological well-being at
the core of what satisﬁes tourists at Hong Kong’s openair markets, the researchers argue that the HKTB should
advertise the markets as shopping alternatives at which
pleasure can be gained. Such a campaign could emphasise
the psychological rewards to be had from bargaining and
value for money available, and thus present “a compelling
case for visiting open-air markets”. This, the researchers
argue, will help “Hong Kong to maximise its tourism
receipts” amidst increased competition from other tourist
destinations.

Points to Note
■

Open-air markets are under-promoted tourist
attractions in Hong Kong.

■

The enjoyment of bargaining is an important
tourist experience.

■

Tourists at Hong Kong’s markets appreciate the
value for money and are driven by bargaining
intensity and their own psychological well-being.

■

Advertising that highlights these factors will help
Hong Kong maximise its tourism receipts.

Tsang, Nelson, Tsai, Henry and Leung, Fiona (2011). A
critical investigation of the bargaining behaviour of
tourists: The case of Hong Kong open-air markets.
Journal of Tourism Marketing, Vol. 28, pp. 27-47.

Bargaining intensity also had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
the likelihood of subsequent visits to the markets and
recommending them to others. Yet even more important
was the fact that the tourists bargained to enhance
their own psychological well-being. This, suggest the
researchers, indicates that “the more tourists seek to gratify
their intrinsic need for a bargain, the more likely they are
10
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Confusion over Standards Limits EMS Adoption
in Small and Medium Hotels
A lack of clear information, guidance and qualiﬁed help
for the implementation of environmental management
systems (EMSs) is limiting their use in Hong Kong’s smalland medium-sized hotels. In a recently published research
article the SHTM’s Eric Chan shows that these hotels
generally have a low level of environmental awareness and
explains why they have taken limited action to improve
their environmental performance. Given the increasing
appeal of ‘green’ hotels and the signiﬁcance of reducing
energy consumption, the study is an important call to
action for Hong Kong’s locally owned hotels.

Importance
Adoption

and

Problems

of

EMS

As hotels consume much more energy per occupant
than a typical household, they face steep electricity, gas
and diesel bills each year. Combined with the expense of
water consumption, these costs contribute signiﬁcantly to
operating expenditure. Yet, remarks Dr Chan, few smalland medium-sized hotels (SMHs) have adopted any sort
of EMS.
An EMS is a management system that covers
the “organisational structure, planning activities,
responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and
resources for developing, implementing, achieving,
reviewing, and maintaining an environmental policy
according to ISO 14001 standards”. When a hotel meets
those standards it is assured of complying with all relevant
environmental legislation, has a effective structure in place
to implement environmental programmes, is focused on
continuous improvement in environmental performance,
ensures that employees are environmentally aware and
efﬁcient, and enhances its corporate image.
The extent of commitment needed to achieve these goals
could well be daunting for small hotels, which would
explain why only four upscale hotels had received ISO
14001 certiﬁcation in Hong Kong at the time of the
study. Dr Chan suggests that smaller hotels generally
lack the clearly deﬁned organisational structure needed
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to achieve compliance with the standards, and “have a
shallow integration of environmental aspects into their
core business values”. Because production and operational
practices can become entrenched in SMHs, “switching
to ecologically sound policies can be costly and time
consuming”.

Hong Kong Hotels Surveyed
To develop a more in-depth understanding of what hinders
EMS adoption amongst these hotels, Dr Chan developed
and pilot tested a questionnaire comprising 32 statements.
The targets were all SMHs with 250 rooms or less in Hong
Kong, and replies were received from general managers,
chief engineers and environmental system managers. The
general level of understanding related to environmental
management standards was low, with just over 35% of the
respondents indicating that they had a grasp on what was
needed to create an EMS. Only six hotels had an EMS in
place, and seven intended to gain ISO accreditation.
The respondents indicated that nine broad factors affected
their decisions about EMS adoption: a lack of knowledge
and skills, conﬂicting guidance, the lack of a sense of
urgency, implementation and maintenance costs, a lack
of qualiﬁed veriﬁers/consultants, a lack of motivation and
professional advice, outcome uncertainty, inconsistent
support, and the ambiguity of EMS standards. Dr Chan
notes “a central tendency among SMH hoteliers to agree
that implementation and maintenance costs were the major
factors hindering EMS implementation”. The second most
signiﬁcant factor was a lack of knowledge and skills, related
to the fact that understanding, interpreting and applying
environmental management standards requires signiﬁcant
technical competence.

Speciﬁc Barriers to EMS Implementation
Given his focus on SMHs, Dr Chan narrows the
broad factors down into ﬁve speciﬁc barriers to EMS
implementation in such hotels: the lack of a sense of
urgency, the ambiguity of EMS standards, a lack of
qualiﬁed veriﬁers and consultants, conﬂicting guidance
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and inconsistent support. The SMH managers claimed
that the main barrier was the “lack of a central source of
information on environmental legislation” coupled with
their inability to clearly understanding the legislative
framework. This, suggests Dr Chan, makes it easy for
SMHs to push aside environmental considerations,
especially when the associated legislation is weak. Everyday
business concerns tend to be much more pressing.

the advent of ‘green travellers’ should encourage SMH
managers to think in this direction.

Compounding this problem is confusion about different
EMS standards, with the ISO 14001 standards dominant
but not alone in the market. The SMH managers were not
sure how the various standards could suit their existing
operations, with speciﬁc concern about the degree to
which EMS implementation might affect the core business
of their hotels. EMS standards are general guidelines that
apply to a range of different business sectors, and they are
often too complex to be easily followed by SMHs.

Towards Implementation Strategies

That complexity could be overcome with sufﬁcient
information or good quality guidance, but the managers
indicated that assistance in both areas was difﬁcult to come
by. They also had difﬁculty in hiring suitable veriﬁers and
consultants to assist their hotels in implementing and
improving EMSs. Dr Chan suggests that the high cost of
engaging these professionals, much more easily borne by
large hotels, is also likely to be a heavy burden for smaller
and mid-sized hotels.

Overcoming the Barriers
An important ﬁnding to remember amidst this relatively
negative scenario is that some of the hotels either had an
EMS in place or were intending to implement one. Dr
Chan suggests that SMHs committed to environmental
sustainability should consider working with likeminded
hotels to exchange “information on and experience in
implementing an EMS and also give the opportunity to
share resources and costs”, such as those of employing
well-qualiﬁed consultants or veriﬁers.

On a broader scale, local hotel associations should be more
active in encouraging EMS implementation amongst
SMHs. They could provide specialist technical support,
training courses and the like, and lobby governments to
subsidise system accreditation

Despite the lack of EMS adoption in Hong Kong’s smaller
and mid-sized locally owned hotels, environmental
awareness is becoming more predominant in the hotel
industry worldwide. The barriers to adoption in SMHs
are formidable, given they arise from daily operating
considerations, but they can be overcome. Dr Chan
argues that by better understanding the barriers SMH
managers will be able to formulate suitable and effective
implementation strategies.

Points to Note
■

Few SMHs have adopted EMSs.

■

SMHs face operational barriers to EMS adoption.

■

The most signiﬁcant barriers are inadequate
information, ambiguous standards and lack of
qualiﬁed help.

■

These barriers can be overcome by cooperation
with other hotels and external organisations.

Chan, Eric (2011). Implementing environmental
management systems in small- and medium-sized
hotels: Obstacles. Journal of Hospitality and Tourism
Research, Vol. 35, No. 1, pp. 3-23.

They could also consider forming partnerships with
external bodies such as green associations or government
departments to further their EMS efforts. Such links,
and those between SMHs themselves, would have the
added advantage of helping to create a sense of legitimacy
when EMSs are ﬁnally implemented. Dr Chan notes the
increasing strictness of environmental legislation and
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Mainland Programmes

Unity on Show in Hangzhou

W

ith its network of students, alumni and friends in the Chinese
mainland growing rapidly over the last few years, the School
organised a seminar and Unity Dinner on 28 May in Hangzhou. Cohosted by the SHTM and one of its mainland partners, Zhejiang University, the
two events sought to further develop ties with alumni whose career achievements
have been signiﬁcant in the rapid expansion of the Chinese hospitality and
tourism industry.
The SHTM currently offers two programmes
in mainland China: a bachelor degree
programme in Xian and a Master’s programme
in Zheijing. Since 2005, the Bachelor of
Arts in Hotel and Catering Management
programme has been offered in collaboration
with Xian Jiaotong University. The Master of

Sharing session by Outstanding Alumni (from left): Ms Alison Yau, General
Manager of Rhombus Fantasia Chengdu Hotel; Mr Sunny Sun, Executive
Director of Phoenix Hotel Consultants; Professor Cathy Hsu, SHTM Associate
Dean; Mr Philip Wei, Group Director of Development, China of Banyan
Tree Hotels and Resorts; and Ms Cathy Yu, Assistant General Manager of The
Dragon, Hangzhou

HORIZONS

Student
Mainland
Achievement
Programmes
Awards

From left: Mr Murphy Zhu,
Director, Development, Greater
China of InterContinental Hotels
Group; Ms Tanya Du, Director
of Human Resources of Sheraton
Hangzhou Wetland Park Resort;
Professor Kaye Chon, Dean and
Chair Professor of SHTM; and
Mr Michael Chen, Vice President,
Marketing of Jinling Hotels &
Resorts Corporation

Science in Hotel and Tourism Management programme has been offered
together with Zhejiang University since 2000. Both programmes are approved
by the mainland’s Ministry of Education.
Graduates, students and staff of the two programmes gathered before the Dinner
at a seminar entitled “Trends and Vision in Tourism and Hospitality Industry”.
Professor Kaye Chon, Dean of the SHTM, delivered a keynote speech on
“Emerging Trends in the Tourism and Hospitality Industry”.
Mr Richard Hatter, General Manager of Hotel ICON and
Adjunct Associate Professor of the SHTM, then spoke
about “Hotel ICON – A New Educational Integration
Model”. Mr Louis Shih, Managing
Director of the Camelot Hospitality
Innovation Advisory Group and a
current Doctor of Hotel and Tourism
Management student at the SHTM,
concluded the seminar with a keynote
speech on “China’s Hotel Industry:
Past, Present and Future”.

Mr Richard Hatter

Mr Louis Shih

In welcoming attendees
to the Unity Dinner,
Professor Chon described it as a “showcase of
the best talents and greatest prospects that have
been associated with PolyU’s School of Hotel
and Tourism Management in the mainland
during recent years”. The very well attended
event provided an excellent platform on which
those present could catch up with old friends,
meet new ones and extend their networks.

Professor Kaye Chon

The SHTM is proud of what its alumni have achieved in the mainland and
will continue to be with them as they advance through their outstanding
careers.
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SHTM News

In Brief
Article of the Year for SHTM
Academic
A paper co-authored by SHTM
Assistant Professor Qu Xiao has
been selected as the Journal of
Hospitality and Tourism Research
Article of the Year for 2010. The
paper, entitled “World-Family
Balance as a Potential Strategic
Advantage: A Hotel General
Manager Perspective”, was co-authored with Pennsylvania
State University Associate Professor John W. O’Neill.

has provided
excellent services
to the School, the
University and the
community, serving
as leader of various
programmes for the
SHTM, a member
of numerous PolyU committees, and a member of several
industry and government bodies.
The School congratulates all three awardees for their
exceptional efforts.

Busy Year for Executive
Development Programmes

Teaching, Research and Service
Rewarded
Three SHTM staff members received very well-deserved
School Awards for Outstanding Performance/
Achievement in June. Ms Lorreta Pang received her
award for teaching excellence, Dr Karin Weber for an
outstanding research track record and Dr Barry Mak for
services to travel and tourism education.
Ms Pang has put her studentcentred philosophy into action
using a wide range of active
learning methodologies ranging
from case studies to blended
learning using the Second Life
platform. Dr Weber, whose
research concentrates on
consumer behaviour, services
marketing, strategic alliances,
and convention and gaming
tourism, has published 29
refereed papers in a variety
of prestigious international
journals. Dr Barry Mak
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The year is shaping up to be busy for the SHTM’s
executive development programmes. April saw the School
provide two lectures and a study tour to a group from
Finland’s JAMK University of Applied Sciences, and
May saw a three-day programme for 22 delegates from
the Korean Local Government Ofﬁcials Development
Institute. Also in May, a group of tourism students and a
faculty member from Jeju National University in Korea
participated in a ﬁve-day MICE education programme
at the SHTM, and 33 students from the country’s
Kyungwon University visited Hong Kong for a cooking
class and SHTM brieﬁng session.
Events scheduled also included a CHE workshop, a hotel
management programme for delegates from Jiangsu
Province, and a one-day study programme for 20
teenagers from Siheung City, Korea.

SHTM News

Hengqin Visit Praised

Dr John Ap and Dr Thomas Bauer visited Hengqin
Island, Zhuhai on 13 April to deliver a seminar for local
tourism ofﬁcials. Invited by Mr Zhao Zhenwu, Deputy
Director of Party-Masses Work Division of Administrative
Committee of Hengqin Island New Area, the pair spoke
about the SHTM and tourism planning. Mr Zhao
expressed his appreciation for the visit, and indicated an
interest in more seminars on tourism planning, marketing
and management.

Twenty-three SHTM Achievers
Initiated into ESD
The PolyU Chapter of Eta Sigma Delta (ESD)
welcomed 23 SHTM students as new members in
recognition of their outstanding academic achievements
at an initiation ceremony on 16 March. Honorary guests
included SHTM Dean and Chair Professor Kaye Chon,
Dr Jinsoo Lee, Faculty Advisor of the ESD’s PolyU
Chapter, and Mr William Mackay, Regional VicePresident and General Manager of the Four Seasons Hotel
Hong Kong.

During the visit Dr Ap and Dr Bauer also spoke to
Phoenix TV about tourism trends in Zhuhai and the
development of tourism on Hengqin Island.

Learning from Master Chef
Executive Chef Jaakko Sorsa and three colleagues from
FINDS, the only Nordic restaurant in the entire Pearl
River Delta, offered SHTM students a hands-on
cooking workshop on the preparation of creative and
mouth-watering salmon dishes on 25 March. Chef Sorsa
apprenticed with Finnish and Swedish master chefs and
was instrumental in the success of the two Michelin starred
Chez Dominique in Helsinki.

Students Excel at Global Spa
Summit

SHTM BSc students Ms Joyce Ng, Ms Carol Zhang
and Mr Tommy Gu, and MSc student Ms Kitsun
Lau, took home ﬁrst prize in the Student Challenge
Competition at the Global Spa Summit in Nusa Dua,
Bali on 15-18 May. Under the guidance of Dr Ada Lo
and Dr Qu Xiao, the students won the competition
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
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SHTM News

with an innovative mobile service spa design for busy
working people in large cities labelled Yi Spa. They
overcame challenges from teams representing the Chinese
University of Hong Kong, the Cornell-Nanyang Institute
of Hospitality in Singapore and Gadjah Mada University
in Indonesia to receive a cash prize and a trophy for the
SHTM.

Bali Trip Provides context for
Learning

Dr Eric Chan, who was previously
Lecturer, was promoted to Assistant
Professor with effect on 1 July 2011.

Dr Alice Hon, who was previously
Instructor, was promoted to Assistant
Professor with effect on 1 July 2011.

Ms Suki Tsang joined the SHTM on
5 July 2011 as an Executive Ofﬁcer
(Student Placement). She has mainly
taken over the role of mentoring the
School’s student interns.

Ms Shannon Cheung joined the
SHTM on 18 July 2011 as an Assistant
Ofﬁcer. She will mainly assist in
the implementation of the SHTM’s
marketing programmes.

Led by Dr Thomas Bauer, a group of 103 SHTM
students from the International Tourism Study class
participated in a study trip to Bali, Indonesia on 5-13
March 2011. Students found that being exposed to the
actual tourism setting as tourists was the best way to
understand hospitality and tourism issues. They did not
only leave footprints in Bali but they also brought back
friendship and laughter.

Staff Updates
Ms Irene Lau joined the SHTM in May
2011 as an Executive Ofﬁcer (Student
Placement). She is now responsible for
Work-Integrated Education.

Ms Evan Mak joined the SHTM on 27
June 2011 as an Executive Assistant. She
mainly provides administrative support to
our Chinese mainland programmes and in
alumni affairs.
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Dr Deniz Kucukusta, who was
formerly Postdoctoral Fellow and
Visiting Lecturer at the SHTM, was
promoted to Assistant Professor with
effect from 1 August 2011.

Ms Karen Kwan joined the SHTM as
a Tutor on 1 August 2011.

Mr Ryan Smith joined the SHTM as
a Visiting Lecturer in August 2011. Mr
Smith received his MSc in Hospitality
Management from the University of
Houston and BSc from the University of Boston. He
has taught food and beverage courses, and has worked
as a chef and restaurant manager.

Mr Watson Baldwin joined the
SHTM as a Visiting Lecturer in August
2011. Mr Baldwin received his MSc
from the University of North Texas and
BSc from the Culinary Institute of America. He has
extensive experience of teaching and working in food
and beverage.

Student Activities

Students Head into the World

T

he STHM provides students with a broad range of experiences outside
Hong Kong that serve as a solid foundation on which to build future
careers. Recent experiences have included an exhibition management
ﬁeld trip to Singapore, a cultural tourism study trip to the Kaiping World
Heritage Area, a ﬁve-day visit to ICES 2011 in Seoul by the APacCHRIE
organising team and an SHTM delegation to the Young Hoteliers Summit in
Lausanne, Switzerland.

Singapore Explored
Undergraduate students enrolled
in Exhibition Management and
Convention Venue Management
were excited this March to travel
to Singapore and experience the approach the country
takes to exhibition management and tourism.
In addition to many opportunities to explore the sights of
the Lion City, participants paid visits to the University of
Las Vegas Singapore Campus and International Furniture
Fair Singapore 2011. The highlight of the trip for many
was a Student Scavenger Hunt, a creative learning
experience that saw students join their counterparts from
other hospitality schools in scouring Singapore to seek and
photograph its major iconic landmarks.

World Heritage Close to
Home
The SHTM’s Master’s students
studying cultural tourism visited
Guangdong’s Kaiping Diaolou World
Heritage Area in March to identify the current tourism
products on offer, assess the area’s tourism potential, and
review the issues faced by this outstanding cultural heritage
site right on Hong Kong’s doorstep.
Led by Professor Bob McKercher and Mr Ben Jiang, and
hosted by staff of the Kaiping Tourism Development
Corporation, the participants visited six main scenic
spots, including the heritage cluster of Zili, Sanmenli and
Majianglong Villages, Li Garden Mansion, the Chikan
Historical Village, which is reminiscent of Hong Kong
circa 1920, and Nan Lou, a signiﬁcant historical site of
WWII resistance to the Japanese.
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Student Activities

Brieﬁngs, site inspections and discussions with tourists
gave the students a deeper understanding of the key
tourism-related issues facing Guangdong’s only world
cultural heritage site. They also had the opportunity to
test a set of assessment indicators for cultural tourism
potential they formulated and ﬁeld-tested prior to the
visit.

Seoul Trip Aids
APacCHRIE 2011
Preparations
All 30 undergraduate
members of the 9th
APacCHRIE Conference Organising Committee
visited Seoul from 31 March to 4 April to attend the
International Convention and Expo Summit (ICES)
2011. As this was the ﬁrst time for the organising team
to participate in an academic conference, the experience
was both stimulating and educational.

Future Hoteliers Join
Swiss Youth Summit
Two students from the BSc(Hons)
in Hotel Management and
Tourism Management programmes
represented the SHTM as delegates
to the Young Hoteliers Summit (YHS) in Switzerland
this year. Mr Paris Sze and Ms Sharon Man, who are also
President and Financial Ofﬁcer of PolyU’s Eta Sigma Delta
Chapter, joined the Summit on 21-22 March at the world’s
oldest hotel school, École hôtelière de Lausanne.
Amongst the tightly packed two days of guest presentations,
workshops and panels, one of the highlights was the
Creativity Challenge set by main YHS partner the Rezidor
Hotel Group. Delegates were given six hours to brainstorm
and discuss ideas for social media applications in the hotel
industry and make ﬁnal presentations to a panel of judges.

Committee members had the opportunity to observe
the entire ICES operation process from a range of
perspectives, including those of conference organisers,
participants and sponsors. Even more importantly, they
were then able to apply the invaluable experience and
knowledge obtained by observing, participating in,
reviewing and evaluating that process to ensure that the
APacCHRIE Conference was the resounding success it
ultimately proved to be.

Mr Sze and Ms Man had the opportunity to meet many
new friends, exchange thoughts about the industry with
delegates from all over the world, and explore the landscape
and culture of Switzerland after the event.
As the old Chinese saying goes, “it is better to travel ten
thousand miles than to read ten thousand books”.
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SHTM Students’ Association

Students’ Association Gains

ACCESS

N

ow in its seventh year, the SHTM Students’ Association works
diligently to represent its members and allow them to voice their
opinions. With that very important function in mind, a new executive
committee named ACCESS plans to more tightly bond SHTM students as they
move through their university lives.
Inaugurated on 13 April, the 15-member committee comprises students from all
three of the School’s programmes – Hotel Management, Tourism Management,
and Convention and Event Management. It formed around the strong belief
that a group of enthusiastic people from each of the SHTM’s undergraduate
degree programmes could more effectively approach students with a variety of
backgrounds and interests to bring them together.
ACESS has already planned a range of events for the coming academic year.
Student members can look forward to the orientation camp and a table manners
class. Participants in the class will then have an opportunity to practise their new
skills at the Association’s annual dinner, always a popular event.

The new cabinet is also exploring ways to ensure that Association members
have as many opportunities as possible to meet professionals from the hotel
and tourism industry and gain more information about the industry while
interacting and communicating with their fellow students across programme
boundaries.
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Student Achievement Awards

tudentS
Recognised for

A

chievement

n Elite of the Elite ceremony held in April at the SHTM’s new premises hosted a recordbreaking 51 guests and 63 recipients of the School’s Academic Achievement Award. Presented
to those students who maintained GPAs of 3.7 or above during Semester One 2010/2011,
the individual awards recognised a range of outstanding efforts. The School congratulates the
following recipients.
Bachelor of Science
(Hons) in Tourism
Management

Bachelor of Arts
(Hons) in Hotel and
Catering Management
CHENG Manguo
LEE Yung Hing
LEUNG Kin Nam
LEUNG Sze Wing
LI Nim Ting
LIN Xi
YUAN Yuan

Bachelor of Science
(Hons) in Hotel
Management
AU Po Yuen
CHAN Kwun Yung
CHEN Qian
CHENG Ho Man
CHENG Yui Lung
CHEUK Yuen Tung
CHEUNG Wing Ka
CHEUNG Wing Yin
CHOW Ka Ho
CHU Shuk Ying, Sharon
DAI Wei
FUNG Kin Ho
GU Tianming
HANG Chun Cheung, Ronald
HUNG Man Wai, Vivian
KWAN Hoi Yan
HORIZONS

KWONG Kwan Wai
LAI Yuhang
LEUNG Mei Wun
LIU Tsun Wing
LO Ka Ki
MAK Wai Kwan
NG Ka Wai, Joyce
POON Wing Lam
SO Wing Yee
TRAN Nhat-Quang
WANG Lu
WONG Chi Mei
WONG Chun On
WONG Ka Hei
WU Wenbo
YANG Guangyu
YANG Yuanyuan
YIP Kam Sun
YIP Yuk Ching
YU King Ching
YU Songming
YUEN Chi Kin
ZENG Xi
ZHANG Lanruo
ZHANG Yulan

Higher Diploma in
Hotel Management

CHAN Tin Wan
CHAU Man Ying
CHEUNG Pui Hang
HAN Xiao
HO Wing Sze
JIN Ting
LAM Pun Chuan, Randy
LEE Cheuk Yiu
LEE Wai Yin
LEI Elkie
NG Chui Hoi
NGAN Suet Ha
TANG Yi Ka
TO Wing Ki
WONG Hiu Mei

LI Yung Sun
MAK Pak Hong
MAN Chi Wai
MUI Lai Shan
NG Ka Yan
SIU Man Ho
TAM Sum Pui
TANG Wing Yan
TONG Wing Yan
WAN Tsz Fung
WONG Anson Zong Yiu
WONG King Fung
WONG Leong Leong
YEN Mei Ting

Bachelor of Science
(Hons) in Hotel
Management
(Conversion)

Bachelor of Science
(Hons) in Tourism
Management
(Conversion)

CHENG Chi Wai

CHIU Sze Man
CHOW Chi Kwan
MO Hon Ping
SHUM Ka Man
TSUI Wing Chi

IP Hoi Ching
KWOK Ka Lai
LAM Lok Yan
LEE Chun Yin
LEE Kin Ting
LEE Wai Hang

CHAN Ka Man
CHAN Yi Ching
CHEUNG Ho Yan
CHEUNG Sui Fong
CHEUNG Wai Yan
CHOW Wing Yan
LAI Hei Man, Tammy
LEE Ka Yee
LEUNG Wan Chor, Vanessa
LI Hoi Kei, Jacqueline
LO Wai Yan
SHUM Long Kwan
SZE Lok Yee
WONG Kwan Yin
WONG Wing Fung
YAU Fan
YIP Sze Ki
YUEN Man Hei

Higher Diploma in
Tourism Management
CHAN Ying Yui
CHEUNG Vivian
LAM Pak Ching
LAU Man Ting, Mandy
LEUNG Yee Lok
LIU Wai Kwan

SHTM Mentorship Programme

Mentorship Programme Launched

P

olyU’s Staff Restaurant hosted the ﬁrst meeting of SHTM mentors and
their student mentees on 19 February. With 110 mentors recruited
from the hospitality and tourism industry, 55 mentors and 95 students
attended the event. The mentors and mentees will be in regular contact over the
coming months to achieve the learning objectives they have agreed upon.
The School would like to extend its heartfelt thanks to the following mentors for
their participation and support.
AGONOY Lily

General Manager, Farrington American Express Travel
Services

CHENG Cindy

Director, Learning and Development, Hyatt Regency Hong
Kong, Sha Tin

AU Michael

Executive Director, Realty Travel Service Ltd

CHENG Simon

Manager – Hotel Sales, Galaxy Macau

BAILEY Leslie

Senior Director, Asia Paciﬁc, Middle East and Africa – Menu
Solutions, McDonalds Restaurants

CHENG Mazy

Director of Human Resources, Sheraton Hong Kong Hotel
and Towers

BOLLHALDER
Stefan

Area Manager and General Manager, Kowloon Shangri-La
Hotel

CHENG Paul

Senior Manager, Airport Safety, Airport Authority

CHAN Alan

Head of Finance, Select Service Partner HK Ltd

CHENG Yvonne

Director of Finance, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong Tsim Sha
Tsui

CHAN Andrina

Ofﬁce Manager, Marriott International, Inc.

CHEUK Jess

CHAN Ivy

Assistant Human Resources Manager, Crowne Plaza Hong
Kong Causeway Bay

Assistant Human Resources Manager, Langham Hotels
International

CHEUNG Nancy

Director of Sales, Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong

CHAN Jacky

Front Ofﬁce Manager, Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong

CHEUNG Patsy

Sales and Marketing Manager, Morton’s Steakhouse – Hong
Kong

CHAN Patrick

Human Resources Manager, Courtyard by Marriott Hong
Kong

CHOU Eric

Inﬂight Manager, Cathay Paciﬁc Airways

CHAN Samuel

Vice President – Corporate Human Resources, Genting Hong
Kong Group

CHOW Aviva

Director of Global Sales, Langham Hotels International

CHOW Vida

Area Director of Human Resources, Grand Hyatt Hong Kong

CHUI Henry

Manager, Planning and Forecasting, Hong Kong Disneyland

CHU Gary

Front Ofﬁce Manager, Bishop Lei International House

CHUNG Bonnie

Human Resources Manager, Select Service Partner Hong
Kong Ltd

CHANG Shirley

Sales and Marketing Manager, Hong Kong Jockey Club

CHAU Carie

Manager, Global Sales, Starwood Asia Paciﬁc Hotels and
Resorts Pte Ltd

CHENG Anna

Learning and Development Manager, Hyatt Regency Hong
Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui
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CONKLIN Mark

General Manager, JW Marriott Hotel Hong Kong

NG Candy

Manager – Quality and Research, Langham Hotels
International Ltd

DAVIS Lincoln

Director of Quality Management, Intercontinental Grand
Stanford Hotel Hong Kong

PARK Patrick

Front Ofﬁce Manager, Marco Polo Hongkong Hotel

DRUMMOND
John

Resident Manager, Intercontinental Grand Stanford Hong
Kong

PECH Xavier

General Manager, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui

FOK Katy

Director of Human Resources, The Mira Hong Kong

POON Sunny

Inbound and Outbound Manager, New Astor Travel Service
Ltd

FOO-TIPLADY
Melanie

Vice President, Sales and Marketing – Asia Paciﬁc, Mandarin
Oriental Hotel Group

SCHWARTZ
Kurt

Head of Hospitality Services (Operations), Hong Kong
Jockey Club

FOSKEY Paul

Executive Vice President, Hotel Development, Asia-Paciﬁc,
Marriott International

SHEK Jason

Director of Sales, Four Seasons Hotel Macao, Cotai Strip®

FUNG Charlotte

Director of Business Development, Cosmopolitan Hotel
Hong Kong

SIU Raymond

Executive Assistant Manager - Sales and Marketing,
Charterhouse Hotel

FUNG Chloe

Asstistant Training Manager, Marco Polo Hotels

SOMMERAU
Fritz

Head of Hospitality Services (Special Projects & Planning),
Hong Kong Jockey Club

FUNG Ken

Hotel Manager, HarbourView Place

SUNG Kenneth

Restaurants Manager, Crown Plaza HK Causeway Bay

FUNG Roger

EVP – Interstate (China), c/o JinJiang Oriental Pudong

SZETO Henry

Assistant Front Ofﬁce Manager, Metropark Hotel Wanchai

TAM Warren

General Manager, EAST Hong Kong

TAN-Gunter Jill

Vice President, Human Resources, Marco Polo Hotels

TANG Esther

Assistant Manager, Trade Services – Taiwan, Hong Kong
Tourism Board

TCHOU Larry

Managing Director, Hyatt International – Asia Paciﬁc Ltd

THOMA Yves

General Manager, The Hong Kong Jockey Club

TSE Jason

Training Manager, Hong Kong Airport Services Limited
– Cathay Paciﬁc Airways

TSE Nicholas

General Manager, Hong Kong SkyCity Marriott Hotel

VOELLM Daniel

Managing Director, HVS Global Hospitality Services

WADE Peter

Director of Recruitment – Asia Paciﬁc, Hyatt International

WAI Kenneth

Area Director of Human Resources, Island Shangri-La Hotel

WAN Mono

Group Human Resources Manager – China Project, Regal
Hotels International Limited

WANG George

General Manager, Luxe Manor

WINTER Dean

General Manager, Upper House

WONG Ada

Director of Human Resources, Conrad Hong Kong

WONG Christine

Human Resources Director, L’hotel Management Company
Ltd

WONG Crystal

Human Resources Manager, InterContinental Grand Stanford
Hotel HK

WONG Frederick

Area Director of Sales and Marketing, Hotel Manager, Grand
Hyatt Hong Kong

WONG
Katherine

General Manager, Prince Hong Kong (Marco Polo Hotels)

WONG Larry

Front Ofﬁce Manager, Butterﬂy Hotel and Serviced
Apartment Group Ltd.

HERRING
Kristofer

Director of Learning and Development, Grand Hyatt Macau

HO Amy

Catering and Conference Services Manager, Mandarin
Oriental Hong Kong

HO Ronald

Director of Finance, Hong Kong SkyCity Marriott Hotel

HO Stephen

Senior Vice President, Acquisition and Development – Asia
Paciﬁc, Starwood Hotels and Resorts

HSU Gianna

Director and General Manager, Towa Tours Ltd

IEONG David

General Manager, the Dynasty Club

IP Welkin

Food and Beverage Manager – Banquet Service, Hotel ICON

KAI George

Deputy General Manager, China Travel Service (HK) Ltd

KONG Polly

Senior Manager, Marketing, Hong Kong Resorts Co Ltd
(Discovery Bay)

KWOK Philip

Human Resources Manager, Gold Coast Hotel

LAVERTY Clare

Head of Marketing, Swire Hotels

LAM Elly

Human Resources and Training Manager, Luxe Manor

LAU Andrew

Director of Revenue Management and Distribution, Marco
Polo Hotels

LAU Anthony

Executive Director, Hong Kong Tourism Board

LEE Alan

General Manager, EGL Tours Company Ltd

LEE Ian

Director of Finance and Administration, Hotel ICON

LEUNG Dilys

Assistant Manager, Hong Kong Tourism Board

LEUNG Eric

Manager, Passenger Sales and Marketing, All Nippon Airways
Co Ltd

LEUNG Ivy

Director, Intellectual Capital and Quality, Langham Place
Hotel, Hong Kong

LEUNG Fred

General Manager, HK YWCA – Hotels and Residences

LEUNG Lily

Manager of Corporate Sale, Kuoni Travel (China) Ltd

WONG Mae

Assistant Director of Finance and Administration, Hotel
ICON

LEUNG Ray

Director of Quality and Learning, Langham Hotels
International

WONG Patrick

Director of Projects, Intercontinental Grand Stanford Hotel

General Manager – Racecourse Catering Operations, Hong
Kong Jockey Club

WONG Perry

Sales and Marketing Director, Peak Tower and Peak Tramways

LI Wallace

WONG Vincent

LI David

Senior Operation Manager, Maxim’s Caterers Ltd

Director of Sales and Marketing (Overseas Region) HK
Regional Ofﬁce, Sunshine Hotel Management Co Ltd

LIAO Nora

Training Manager, Island Shangri-La Hotel

WONG Winnie

Assistant Human Resources Manager, Novotel Citygate Hong
Kong

LING Eric

Training & Development Manager, Swire Properties Limited

WU Alex

General Manager, The Cityview

LO Jesse

Director of Food and Beverage, Hotel ICON

WU Louisa

Director of Sales, Kowloon Shangri-La Hotel

LO Katherine

Passenger Sales Manager HK, Cathay Paciﬁc Airways Ltd

YAU Claire

Assistant Director of Human Resources, Four Seasons Hotel
Hong Kong

MA Andrew

Director of Sales and Marketing, Holiday Inn Guangzhou
City Centre

YAU Eddie

Senior Sales Manager – Corporate, Island Shangri-La

MA Phoebe

Executive Club Manager, Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong

YEUNG Maurine

Head of People Development, Swire Hotels

MAN Ankely

Revenue Manager, Sino Group of Hotels

YEUNG Ricky

Front Ofﬁce Manager, Hong Kong Disneyland Hotel

MÜLLER
Michael

General Manager, Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong

YOUNG Eugenia

Personnel Manager, Grand Hyatt Hong Kong

HORIZONS

SHTM Alumni Association

New Leaders, Same Commitment

A

change of executive committee and an unusually themed annual dinner were
just two Alumni Association highlights over the last six months. Read on for
more details of an exciting period in the Association’s development.

New Executive Committee Leads the Way
The leadership baton passed
to a revamped executive
committee in March, with
Ms Betty Simpson, Ms Dilys
Ko and Ms Livia Chai joining
existing members at the Annual
General Meeting. During the
gathering Mr Maurice Kong,
Director of Food and Beverage
at the Hong Kong Convention
and Exhibition Centre, took
over the Chairmanship, and the
committee outlined its vision
and goals for the coming years.
Another feature of the AGM was the conferral of the title Honorary Chairman on
Mr Wallace Li, the immediate past Chairman who had overseen rapid growth in the
Association’s membership and activities.

Spring Dinner, Cowboy Style!
Held immediately before the AGM, the
Alumni Association Spring Dinner attracted
more than 130 members and their families to
the Hong Kong Jockey Club in Happy Valley.
Guests for the evening included Professor
Timothy Tong, President of the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, Professor Kaye
Chon, Dean of the SHTM, and Mr Thomas
Mehrmann, Chief Executive of Ocean Park.
With a theme of “Wild Wild West”, the
cowboys and cowgirls enjoyed a round of games and a succulent barbeque buffet.
Another highlight of the evening was the grand lucky draw with 44 fabulous prizes.
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Alumni Association News

Alum-notes
1990s
Ms Gloria Chang
BA 1993 is the Director of Horwath
HTL.

2000s

Enthusiastic Scholarship Recipient
The SHTM Alumni Association Scholarship 2011 went to
Ms Priscilla Wong, a ﬁnal year student of the BSc in Hotel
Management programme. Receiving the award from former
Association Chairman, Mr Wallace Li in March, Ms Wong
bubbled over with enthusiasm. She was not only thankful for
the award, but also offered to organise and run an event for the
Association.
The HK$5,000 annual scholarship goes to an outstanding
student who achieves academic excellence and demonstrates
leadership initiative. Ms Wong is certainly a ﬁtting recipient.

Student Sharing
To help graduating SHTM students with useful tips when
applying for jobs or attending interviews, a student sharing
session was held on 5 May at Bistro 1979, the training restaurant
at the School’s new premises. The students in attendance were
very thankful for the advice they received.

Mr Jeff Liu
MSc 2002 is the Owner’s Representative
of Sheraton Shenzhou Peninsula Resort
and Four Point By Sheraton Shenzhou
Peninsula.
Mr Hugo Cheng
BSc(Hons) in Hotel Management 2003
is the Food and Beverage Manager of
Hotel ICON.
Ms Sandy Yau
BA in Hotel and Catering Management
2006 is the Quality and Training
Manager of The Mira Hong Kong.
Ms Ivy Lam
BA(Hons) in Hotel, Tourism and
Catering Management 2007 is the Senior
Human Resources Ofﬁcer of the Hong
Kong SkyCity Marriott Hotel.
Ms Shannon Cheung
BSc(Hons) in Tourism Management
2008 is the Assistant Ofﬁcer of the School
of Hotel and Tourism Management.
Prior to joining the SHTM, Ms Cheung
was a Project Executive at Swire Travel
Limited.
Mr Kenneth Leung
MSc 2009 is the Human Resources
Manager of the Kowloon Hotel.
Ms Sarah Wang
Master of Philosophy in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2010 is the
Communications Manager of China
National Convention Center.
Mr Philip Wei
MSc 2010 is the Group Director of
Development – China of Banyan Tree
Holdings Limited.
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Professor-for-a-Day Programme

Warm Thanks to

Professors for a Day
We offer out heartfelt thanks to the distinguished industry professionals who
recently served as SHTM professors for a day.
Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Mr Calvin AU

Manager, Pico IES Group Limited

The Role of the Service Contractor in Exhibition
Management

Mr Bart BUIRING

Vice President, Continent Lodging Services and
Operations

Strategic Management for Tourism and Hospitality
Business

Mr Joseph CHAN

Human Resources Manager and EMS Manager, Aberdeen
Marina Club

Environmental Management in Marina Club

Ms Yvonne CHENG

Director of Finance, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Tsim Sha
Tsui

Revenue Management in Hotels

Mr Ken CHEONG

Senior Manager – Sales and Marketing, Foshan Shui On
Property Development Company Limited

Challenges of Developing Foshan Lingnan Tiandi

Ms Jennifer
CHEUNG

Director of Sales and Marketing, EAST, Hong Kong

Marketing Challenges for Different Hotel Brands

Mr Noble COKER

Vice President – Park Operations, Hong Kong Disneyland
Resort

Service Excellence

Mr Tristan
DIMACALI

Director of Technology Innovation, Hotel ICON

Innovative Technology in Hospitality Industry

Mr Peter
DRAMINSKY

Hotel Manager, Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong

Seven Core Management Dilemmas in Hotel Life
– Perspectives from Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong

Mr Kenneth FAN

General Manager, The Clearwater Bay Golf and Country
Club

The Challenges in Club Management in Hong Kong

Ms Vivien FOK

Director of Events, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Tsim Sha
Tsui

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Mr Adam HIPP

General Manager, Hotel Ibis North Point Hong Kong

Hotel Industry: Distribution Channels and Yield
Management

Mr Welkin IP

Food and Beverage Manager – Banquet Services, Hotel
ICON

Banquet Production and Service Planning, and Stafﬁng

Ms Julie JACKSON

Director of Sales and Marketing, The Langham, Hong
Kong

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Ms Joanna KAN

Director of Sales and Marketing, Intercontinental Grand
Stanford Hong Kong

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Mr Patrick KWOK

General Manager – Business Development, Hong Kong
Tourism Board

Aviation and Tourism

Ms Mandy LAW

Director of Sales, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong, Tsim Sha
Tsui

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Ms Lindy LEE

Director of Recruitment, Langham Hotels International
Limited

Selection

Ms Vivian LEE

Marketing Director, Ocean Park Corporation

Marketing Initiatives of Ocean Park

Mr Philip LEE

Chief Air Trafﬁc Controller, HKSAR Civil Aviation Department

Air Trafﬁc Management

Ms Ingrid LEUNG

Managing Director, Ecruising Hong Kong/China Limited

Cruise Services and Management

Ms Portia LEUNG

Human Resources Manager, The Hong Kong Jockey Club

Employees’ Well Being – Experiences from Hong Kong
Jockey Club

Dr Gang LI

Senior Lecturer in Economics, School of Management,
University of Surrey

Tourism Demand Elasticity Analysis
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Professor-for-a-Day Programme

Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Ms Naomi LIU

Ofﬁcer – Sector Development and Partnership, Hong
Kong Council of Social Service

Ms Karen LO

Manager, Royal Caribbean International

Ms Ruby LUI

Regional Manager – Product Development (Asia Paciﬁc),
Tourico Holidays

Strategic Alliances of a Wholesale Travel Provider and its
Partners

Mr James MABEY

Director of Development – Asia Paciﬁc, Marco Polo Hotels
Limited

Revenue Management Impact on Asset Valuation,
Development and Management

Mr Amish MEHTA

Managing Director, Revenue Science Corporation

Revenue Management Solutions in the Hospitality
Industry

Mr Rudolf MULLER

Executive Chef, Hong Kong Disneyland Resort

Mr Tommy NG

Food Safety and Quality Assurance Ofﬁcer, The Hong
Kong Jockey Club

Food Hygiene and Safety Practice

Mr Paul PEI

Executive Director – Sales and Marketing Division, Ocean
Park Corporation

The Ocean Park Story

Mr Scott REEVE

Vice President of Sales – Asia/Middle East, Meeting Matrix

Meeting Technology

Ms Suvi SAXEN

Director – Institutional Division, MCI

Convention Management – Case Studies

Ms Joanna SHAM

Director of Human Resources, Crowne Plaza Hong Kong,
Causeway Bay

Strategic Management in Hospitality and Tourism
Industry

Mr Louis SHIH

Executive Director, Camelot Hospitality Innovation
Advisory Group

Hospitality Consultancy – Challenges and Opportunities

Mr Kevin Ka-wei
SHUI

Manager – Strategic Planning and Research Division,
Hong Kong Tourism Board

Urban Icons, Challenges and Issues in Hong Kong’s
Strategic Tourism Development

Mr Jaakko SORSA

President – Disciples Escofﬁer, Hong Kong and Macau
Branch

Reﬂections on the French Culinary Journey

Mr Joseph TANG

Executive Housekeeper, Grand Hyatt Hong Kong

Ms Sandra TANG

Director of Catering, Intercontinental Grand Stanford
Hong Kong

Are You Smarter than an SHTM Student?

Mr Paul Pak-shuen
TSE

Security Manager, Eaton Smart Hong Kong

Hotel Security

Professor Eric TSUI

Associate Director of Knowledge Management Research
Centre and Professor of Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Applying Social Network Technologies to Special Events

Mr Willem VAN
EMDEN

Executive Assistant Manager, EAST, Hong Kong

Food Service in Hotels

Ms Esther WONG

Housekeeping Manager, Hyatt Regency Hong Kong,
Shatin

The Role of Housekeeping in the Hotel

Mr T.K. WONG

Creative Director, TKMW Creative Limited

Branding and Re-branding

Mr Patrick WONG

Director of Projects, Intercontinental Grand Stanford
Hong Kong

The Design of Hotel Guestrooms: From the Perspective of
a Project Manager

Mr Peter M. K.
WONG

Chairman, Culture Resources Development Company
Limited and Silk Road Development Limited

Tourism for Cultural Exchange

Mr Alex XU

CEO, GreenTree Inns Hotel Management Group

Opportunities and Challenges of Hotel Chain
Development in China

Corporate Social Responsibility and Events
Functions of Hong Kong International Representative
Preview of Allure of the Seas

Theme Park and Hotel Catering

HORIZONS

A Presentation towards Unique Foodservice Concepts for
Special Events and Convention Business

The Role of Housekeeping in the Hotel
Service Sequence and Standard of Making up a Room

Service Sequence and Standard of Making up a Room

Calendar of Events
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Event

Organiser

Contact

23-25 October
2011

7th China Tourism Forum,
Haikou, China

SHTM, UNWTO and College
of Tourism, Hainan University,
China

Leslie Fung
Email: hmlfung@polyu.edu.hk
Website: www.polyu.edu.hk/htm/conference/
7CTF

26-29 October
2011

International Conference on
Tourism and Management
Studies – Algarve 2011,
Portugal

The School of Management,
Hospitality and Tourism,
Universidade do Algarve, and
the journal Encontros Cientíﬁcos
– Tourism and Management
Studies

José António Santos
Email: seminariosesght@ualg.pt
Website: www.esght.ualg.pt/conferencia/index.
php

10-13 December
2011

World Research Summit for
Tourism and Hospitality,
Hong Kong

SHTM and Elsevier Ltd

Robyn Camilleri
Email: r.camilleri@elsevier.com
Website: www.tourismandhospitalitysummit.com

5-7 January 2012

17th Annual Graduate
Student Research Conference
in Hospitality and Tourism,
Alabama, USA

Martin A. O’Neill
Email: oneilm1@auburn.edu
Website: www.humsci.auburn.edu/hrmt/
hospitality/GradConference2012

24-29 April 2012

6th World Conference
for Graduate Research in
Tourism, Hospitality and
Leisure, 2nd Interdisciplinary
Tourism Research
Conference, Fethiye, Turkey

Anatolia

Metin Kozak
Email: M.Kozak@superonline.com
Website: www.anatoliajournal.com/conference/
www.anatoliajournal.com/interdisciplinary

8-10 May 2012

Asia Tourism Forum: The
10th Biennial Conference
on Hospitality and Tourism
Industry in Asia, Bandung,
Indonesia

Bandung Institute of Tourism

Djoni Sofyan Iskandar
Email: joiskandar@atf2012.com
Website: www.atf2012.com/

22-24 May 2012

International Convention
and Expo Summit 2012,
Hong Kong

SHTM

Leslie Fung
Email: hmlfung@polyu.edu.hk
Website: hotelschool.shtm.polyu.edu.hk/eng/
news/upcoming.jsp

22-24 May 2012

The 11th Asia Paciﬁc Forum
for Graduate Students
Research in Tourism,
Hong Kong

SHTM

Leslie Fung
Email: hmlfung@polyu.edu.hk
Website: hotelschool.shtm.polyu.edu.hk/eng/
news/upcoming.jsp
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